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1. Brief description of tertiary education sector in Poland: 

Number of universities and other tertiary education institutions 
Types of universities e.g. traditional campus-based, non-traditional 
campus-based, non campus-based, urban vs. rural universities, state 
vs. private. 

 

Based on the Act of July 27th 2005 “Law on Higher Education” an institution of 
higher education (both public and non-public) is referred to as: 

a) a university  - when it is authorised to confer the academic degrees of 
doctor (PhD) in at least 10 disciplines, including at least 2 in: 

 humanities, legal, economic or theological studies; 
 mathematical, physical, natural and technical sciences; 
 biological, medical, chemical, pharmaceutical, agricultural or veterinary 

studies.  
b) a technical university – when it is authorised to confer the academic 

degree of doctor (PhD) in at least 10 disciplines, including at least 6 in 
engineering and technological sciences;  

c) a university together with another adjective or adjectives added to define 
the profile of a higher education institution (for example natural science 
university – “uniwersytet przyrodniczy”) when it is authorised to confer 
the academic degrees of doctor (PhD) in at least 6 disciplines, including 
at least 4 in the areas covered by the profile of the institution; 

d) a university of technology – when it is authorised to confer academic 
degree of doctor (PhD) in at least 6 disciplines, including at least 4 in 
engineering and technological sciences;  

e) an academy – when it is authorised to confer academic degree of doctor 
(PhD) in at least 2 disciplines; 

       f)  a non-university higher education institution – when it is not authorised 
to confer academic  degree of doctor (PhD).  

Polish institutions of higher education are accountable to:  

 A competent minister for education – at the moment referred to as the 
Minister of Science and Higher Education – universities, universities of 
technology, universities of economy, pedagogical academies, 
universities of agriculture, physical education universities, institutions of 
higher education which are not universities, except for church 
universities);  

 Minister of National Defence (military universities); 
 A competent minister for Internal Affairs (civil service universities)  
 A competent minister for Cultural Affairs and National Heritage 

(universities of fine arts); 
 A competent minister for Health Affairs (medical universities); 
 A competent minister for Naval Economy (naval universities). 
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As of today, in Poland students may undertake academic studies at 470 
institutions of higher education – 132 public (including 40 institutions with a 
status of a university) and 338 non-public (2 universities)1. Below, presented 
are selected public higher education institutions based on their statutory 
categorization.  
 
 
 

Spatial distribution of institutions of higher education in Poland. 

 

 
Picture 1 The map is presenting an aggregate distribution of institutions of higher education in 
Poland (as of 2005): the number of public institutions of higher education subordinate to the 
Ministry of Science and Higher Education + the number of non-public institutions + the number 
of public institutions which not accountable to the Ministry of Science and Higher Education. 
The picture does not include branches of universities 
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Szko%C5%82a_wy%C5%BCsza (data obtained on December 4th 2011.) 
  

                                                      
1

 Website of the Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education: 

http://www.nauka.gov.pl/szkolnictwo-wyzsze/dane-statystyczne-o-szkolnictwie-wyzszym/   data 

obtained on November 29, 2011.  

http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Szko%C5%82a_wy%C5%BCsza
http://www.nauka.gov.pl/szkolnictwo-wyzsze/dane-statystyczne-o-szkolnictwie-wyzszym/
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Size range of universities (by student enrolment) 
 
Table 1. The number of students enrolled in the largest and smallest public 

universities in Poland (based on the statutory categorization as explained 
above). 

University City 

Number of all 
students 
enrolled  

(thousands) 

Number of 
female students 

enrolled   
(thousands) 

Total number of all students 
at all universities 

 524,4 
324,7 (61,9%) 

The largest universities:    

University of Warsaw 
(Uniwersytet Warszawski) 

Warszawa  55,4 36,6 

Adam Mickiewicz University 
(Uniwersytet im. Adama 
Mickiewicza) 

Poznań 45,7 31,5 

Jagiellonian University  
(Uniwersytet Jagielloński) 

Kraków 44,9 30,6 

University of Lodz 
(Uniwersytet Łódzki) 

Łódź 41,1 27,2 

The smallest universities:    

Opole University 
(Uniwersytet Opolski) 

Opole 15,8 11,5 

University of Bialystok 
(Uniwersytet w Białymstoku) 

Białystok 15,1 10,8 

Kazimierz Wielki University in 
Bydgoszcz (Uniwersytet 
Kazimierza Wielkiego) 

Bydgoszcz 14,1 10,1 

Source: Authors’ research: Central Statistical Office, Szkoły wyższe i ich finanse 
2009, Warszawa 2010. 

  

http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_Warszawski
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warszawa
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_im._Adama_Mickiewicza
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_im._Adama_Mickiewicza
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pozna%C5%84
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_Jagiello%C5%84ski
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krak%C3%B3w
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_%C5%81%C3%B3dzki
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C5%81%C3%B3d%C5%BA
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_Opolski
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opole
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_w_Bia%C5%82ymstoku
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bia%C5%82ystok
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_Kazimierza_Wielkiego
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_Kazimierza_Wielkiego
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bydgoszcz
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Table 2. The largest public universities with an adjective or adjectives 
added to define the profile (category c) from the above presented statutory 

differentiation). 

University City 

Number of all 
students 
enrolled  

(thousands) 

Number of female 
students enrolled   

(thousands) 

Total number of students at 
all medical universities: 

 52 40,3 (77,5%) 

Medical University of Lodz 
(Uniwersytet Medyczny w 
Łodzi) 

Łódź 8,5 6,1 

Poznan University of Medical 
Sciences 
(Uniwersytet Medyczny im. 
Karola Marcinkowskiego w 
Poznaniu) 

Poznań 8,1 6,2 

Medical University of Silesia 
(Śląski Uniwersytet Medyczny 
w Katowicach) 

Katowice 8,0 6,1 

Total number of students at 
all universities of life 
sciences: 

 70,2 43,1 (61,3%) 

University of Life Sciences in 
Lublin 
(Uniwersytet Przyrodniczy w 
Lublinie) 

Lublin 17,3 13,0 

Agricultural University in 
Kraków 
(Uniwersytet Rolniczy im. 
Hugona Kołłątaja w Krakowie) 

Kraków 12,5 7,4 

Wrocław University of 
Environmental and Life 
Sciences 
(Uniwersytet Przyrodniczy we 
Wrocławiu) 

Wrocław 10,1 6,4 

Total number of students at 
all universities of economics: 

 58,6 35,9 (61%) 

Krakow University of 
Economics  
(Uniwersytet Ekonomiczny w 
Krakowie) 

Kraków 20,0 13,0 

http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miasto
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_Medyczny_w_%C5%81odzi
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_Medyczny_w_%C5%81odzi
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C5%81%C3%B3d%C5%BA
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_Medyczny_im._Karola_Marcinkowskiego_w_Poznaniu
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_Medyczny_im._Karola_Marcinkowskiego_w_Poznaniu
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_Medyczny_im._Karola_Marcinkowskiego_w_Poznaniu
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pozna%C5%84
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C5%9Al%C4%85ski_Uniwersytet_Medyczny_w_Katowicach
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C5%9Al%C4%85ski_Uniwersytet_Medyczny_w_Katowicach
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Katowice
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_Przyrodniczy_w_Lublinie
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_Przyrodniczy_w_Lublinie
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lublin
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krak%C3%B3w
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_Rolniczy_im._Hugona_Ko%C5%82%C5%82%C4%85taja_w_Krakowie
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_Rolniczy_im._Hugona_Ko%C5%82%C5%82%C4%85taja_w_Krakowie
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krak%C3%B3w
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wroc%C5%82aw
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_Przyrodniczy_we_Wroc%C5%82awiu
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_Przyrodniczy_we_Wroc%C5%82awiu
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wroc%C5%82aw
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_Ekonomiczny_w_Krakowie
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_Ekonomiczny_w_Krakowie
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krak%C3%B3w
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University City 

Number of all 
students 
enrolled  

(thousands) 

Number of female 
students enrolled   

(thousands) 

University of Economics in 
Katowice 
(Uniwersytet Ekonomiczny w 
Katowicach) 

Katowice 15,3 9,7 

Poznan University of 
Economics 
(Uniwersytet Ekonomiczny w 
Poznaniu) 

Poznań 11,7 6,9 

Wrocław University of 
Economics 
(Uniwersytet Ekonomiczny we 
Wrocławiu) 

Wrocław 11,3 6,3 

Source: Authors’ research: Central Statistical Office: Główny Urząd Statystyczny, Szkoły 
wyższe i ich finanse 2009, Warszawa 2010. 

 

Table 3. Largest and smallest universities of technology in Poland. 

Name of the university  City 

Number of all 
students  
enrolled  

(thousands) 

Number of female 
students enrolled   

(thousands) 

Number of students at all 
universities of technology: 

 260,7 83,1 (31,8%) 

Largest universities of 
technology: 

   

Wrocław University of 
Technology 
(Politechnika Wrocławska) 

Wrocław 32,7 8,9 

Warsaw University of 
Technology 
(Politechnika Warszawska) 

Warszawa 31,9 8,6 

Silesian University of 
Technology 
(Politechnika Śląska) 

Gliwice 28,9 9,0 

Gdansk University of 
Technology 
(Politechnika Gdańska) 

Gdańsk 22,8 8,0 

Smallest universities of 
technology: 

   

Lublin University of Lublin 10,0 2,7 

http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miasto
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_Ekonomiczny_w_Katowicach
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_Ekonomiczny_w_Katowicach
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Katowice
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_Ekonomiczny_w_Poznaniu
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_Ekonomiczny_w_Poznaniu
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pozna%C5%84
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wroc%C5%82aw
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_Ekonomiczny_we_Wroc%C5%82awiu
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniwersytet_Ekonomiczny_we_Wroc%C5%82awiu
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wroc%C5%82aw
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wroc%C5%82aw
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Politechnika_Wroc%C5%82awska
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wroc%C5%82aw
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Politechnika_Warszawska
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warszawa
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Politechnika_%C5%9Al%C4%85ska
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gliwice
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Politechnika_Gda%C5%84ska
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gda%C5%84sk
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lublin
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Name of the university  City 

Number of all 
students  
enrolled  

(thousands) 

Number of female 
students enrolled   

(thousands) 

Technology 
(Politechnika Lubelska) 

Radom Technical University  
(Politechnika Radomska im. 
Kazimierza Pułaskiego) 

Radom 8,4 3,4 

Kielce University of 
Technology 
(Politechnika Świętokrzyska) 

Kielce 8,4 2,2 

Source: Authors’ research: Central Statistical Office, Szkoły wyższe i ich finanse 2009, 
Warszawa 2010. 

Campus 
In Poland, institutions of higher education own rooms in student dormitories 
which are available, in the first place, to students living far away or in a difficult 
financial situation. Student dormitories, as a separate entity, have the same 
autonomy as the university. There are only a few institutions of higher 
education which have residential buildings near the buildings where the classes 
are held (namely, campus of the University of Science and Technology in 
Kraków and the university campus in Lublin). The dormitories are usually 
separate from other university premises. Quite often these buildings are spread 
around towns. In larger urban agglomerations some universities have 
dormitories in other cities than the city where the classes are held.  
 

2. Sexual violence towards women. Analysis of the Polish law. 
The subject of the analysis in this part of the report is the issue of legal 
protection of women against sexual violence as guaranteed in Poland.  From 
the beginning it should be noted that a victim of a violent act may claim her 
rights to sexual freedom in two ways: the offender’s criminal and civil 
accountability. These two systems of accountability are independent of each 
other in a sense that the injured person may simultaneously claim her rights by 
means of both a criminal and a civil procedure.  
 The first part of this analysis (A) focuses on the Polish criminal 
legislation (understood broadly, that is including the laws on contraventions)2.  
The second part (B) presents the framework of the civil law regulations (also 

                                                      
2
 See: 1) Law of June 6 1997, Penal Code (came to force on September 1st 1998), 2) Law of June 6 

1997, Code of Criminal Procedure (came to force on September 1st 1998), 3) Law of May 20 1971, 

Code of Contraventions (came to force on January 1 1972). 

http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Politechnika_Lubelska
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Politechnika_Radomska_im._Kazimierza_Pu%C5%82askiego
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Politechnika_Radomska_im._Kazimierza_Pu%C5%82askiego
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radom
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Politechnika_%C5%9Awi%C4%99tokrzyska
http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kielce
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understood broadly, that is including some regulations from the area of the 
labour law)3.  

(A) Sexual violence - a broad perspective of the criminal law.  
 The following division of behaviour violating the individual’s sexual 
freedom is treated as an exit point for the analysis: rape (i) – stalking (ii) – other 
types of behaviour violating sexual freedom (iii). On the one hand, this division 
fits into the system adopted by this research project (although it seems that 
the category other types of behaviour cannot be treated as an equivalent to the 
category of sexual harassment  as used in this research – problems with 
definitions are later explained). On the other hand, this division seems to 
adequately reflect a similar division of these acts in Polish criminal law.  

(i) Rape. 
 In Poland, the term rape does not have a statutory definition. 
Nonetheless, it is commonly used in reference to offences described in article 
197 of the Polish penal code.  
 According to Article 197 § 1 any person who by force, illegal duress or 
deceit causes another person to engage in sexual intercourse is liable to a 
penalty of deprivation of freedom, ranking from 2 to 12 years, while § 2 of this 
Article states that if the perpetrator causes another person to submit to 
another sexual act or to perform such an act in the manner defined under § 1, 
he is liable to a penalty of deprivation of freedom, ranging from 6 months to 8 
years. The subject matter of Article 197 is sexual freedom understood as 
freedom “from” any forms of pressure leading to a violation of a right of making 
an uninhibited decision in the area of sexual intercourses4.  
 The doctrine 5  indicates that the term ”sexual intercourse” whose 
semantic field includes acts of copulation as well as their surrogates which 
could be treated as equivalents of copulation. Based on Article 197§ 1 of the 
penal code an act of rape takes place when the activity performed by a 
perpetrator takes the form of a direct physical contact between the 
perpetrator’s body and sex organs of the injured person or those parts of her 
body that the perpetrator treats as such and on which or by means of which he 
unloads his sex urge (anal and oral intercourses). There are many more 
difficulties in the interpretation of the term other sexual activity.  That is why, in 
reference to rape it is necessary not only to consider the biological and 
physiological criteria, but also some cultural aspects. Based on Article 197 § 2 
of the penal code an act of rape also includes forcing an injured person to 
perform masturbation before the eyes of the perpetrator or a forced petting of 
the injured person’s body (with the exception of the coitus in the mouth, which 
                                                      
3
 See.: 1) Law of April 23 1964, Civil Code (majority of provisions came to force on January 1st 

1965) Law of November 17, 1964, Code of civil procedure (came to force on January 1st 1965), 

Law of June 26 1974, Labour Code (came to force on January 1st 1975).  
4
 Rodzynkiewicz M. – commentary to Article 197 – thesis 1 [in:] Kodeks karny. Część szczególna. 

Tom II. Komentarz do art. 117-277 k.k., Zoll A. (ed.), Barczak-Oplustil A., Bogdan G., Ćwiąkalski 

Z., Dąbrowska-Kardas M., Kardas P., Majewski J., Raglewski J., Rodzynkiewicz M., Szewczyk M., 

Wróbel W., Zakamycze, 2006 [LEX version]. 
5
 Rodzynkiewicz M. – commentary to Article 197 – teza 6 [in:] Kodeks..., Zakamycze, 2006 [LEX 

version]. 
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falls into the definition of crime as described in Article 197 § 1 of the penal 
code). According to the judicature (see the Supreme Court’s resolution of May 
19th 1999), other sexual activities are the behaviour which does not fit the 
concept of a ”sexual intercourse” related to a broadly understood human sexual 
life in the form of a physical contact between the perpetrator and the victim and 
which involves sexual engagement of the injured person.  Hence, not every form 
of harassment, be it sexual, verbal or gestural, is related to a crime classified in 
Article 197 § 2 of the penal code6. To qualify an act as a rape (of a basic type) 
requires ascertaining that the way of uploading the sexual urge was of a 
criminal nature, meaning by means of force, a lawless threat or a trick7. 
 As graded offence types of rape among others regarded are rapes 
performed in concert with another person (Art. 197 § 3 of the penal code8 – the 
perpetrator is liable to a penalty of the depravation of freedom for a time no 
shorter than 3 years) or acts with particular cruelty (Article 197 § 4 of the 
penal code.9 – the perpetrator is liable to a penalty of deprivation of freedom for 
a time no sorter than 5 years). 
 In this context, it is important to point to Articles 198 and 199 § 1 of the 
penal code. According to Article 198 any person who, taking advantage of the 
helplessness of another person or his incapacity arising from his mental 
retardation or mental disease, either to understand the meaning of the act or 
to control his conduct, causes this person to engage in sexual intercourse, or to 
submit it another sexual act, or to perform such an act is liable to a penalty of 
deprivation of freedom, ranging from 6 months to 8 years.  It can be then said 
that the perpetrator of a crime described in Article 198 of the penal code uses 
the fact that the injured person cannot make a free and unimpeded assent in 
the area of sexual consent10. However, according to Article 199 § 1 of the same 
penal code, any person who by abuse of dependency or of a critical situation, 
causes another person to engage in sexual intercourse, or to submit to another 
sexual act, or to perform such an act is liable to a penalty of deprivation of 
freedom of up to 3 years. Similarly like in the case of the act described in Article 
197 § 1, the matter of protection is in this case the freedom of decision in 
sexual activity.  The difference is in the performance of sexual urge: the 
perpetrator abuses the relation of dependency of the injured person towards 
him or uses her critical situation11.  
 What should also be stressed in relation to the regulation of Article 205 
of the penal code, which states that the prosecution of offences defined under 

                                                      
6
 Cf. forcing an injured person to listen to indecent proposal or watching indecent gestures – in this 

case the suggested classification is that provided in Article. 191 § 1 in the penal code – coercion 

(Rodzynkiewicz M. – commentary to Article. 197 – theses 9-10 [in:] Kodeks..., Zakamycze, 2006 

[LEX version]). 
7
 Rodzynkiewicz M. – commentary to Article 197 – theses 8-11 [in:] Kodeks..., Zakamycze, 2006 

[LEX version]. 
8
 Provision of Article 197 § 3 was novelized on June 8 2010. 

9
 Provision of Article 197 § 4 was added on June 26 2005. 

10
Rodzynkiewicz M. – commentary to Article 198 – thesis 2 [in:] Kodeks..., Zakamycze, 2006 [LEX 

version]. 
11

Rodzynkiewicz M. – commenatry to Article 199 – theses 1-2 [in:] Kodeks..., Zakamycze, 2006 

[LEX version]. 
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197 or 199 § 1 as well as Article 198, if he condition of the victim described in 
this provision is not the result of permanent mental disorder, takes place at the 
request of the injured person. This means, that although the distinguished 
offences belong to the category of offences publically prosecuted, if the victim 
does not request a prosecution the criminal procedure will not be initiated (or 
possibly the already started procedure will be redeemed). What is important, is 
that in case of rape Article 197 excludes a possibility to withdraw a request to 
prosecute (cf. Article 12 § 2 of the code of criminal procedure). 
 

Table 4. The crime of rape based on Article 197 of the penal code – 
statistical data. 

 Convicted 
crimes 

Filed 
claims 

Closed cases due 
to inability to find 
the perpetrator 

 

Convicted 
persons 

(including for 
crime stipulated 
in Article 197§ 4 

of the penal code) 
2008 1611 1197 303 905 (171) 
2009 1530 1104 269 944 (163) 

Source: Authors’ research, based on data obtained from the Department of Statistics of the 
Polish Ministry of Justice. 

 
(ii) Stalking. 

 On June 6th 2011 a new provision, Article 190a, was added to the penal 
code to penalize acts, which in literature are referred to as stalking. Based on 
Article 190a § 1 who by means of stalking another person or persons who are 
close to her causes in this person a justified by the circumstance sense of threat 
or significantly violates her privacy, is liable to a penalty of the deprivation of 
freedom for up to three years (basic type of stalking12). 
 M. Budyn-Kulik13 points out that stalking is usually demonstrated in the 
following types of the perpetrator’s behaviour: making phone calls (especially 
at night and in the form of silent phones), spending time near the injured 
person’s place of residence and/or work, inquiring about the injured person’s 
life in the surroundings, sending letters, e-mails, text messages, presents, etc., 
following or controlling the injured person, spreading gossip about the injured 
person, stealing things belonging to the injured person, threatening the injured 
person’s family and friends, etc. Within the framework of the analyzed 
phenomenon one could distinguish between acts of harassment directed at the 
perpetrator’s closest persons and acts of domestic or partnership-based 

                                                      
12

 See also: Article 190a § 3 – qualified type of stalking: If the consequences of an act determined in § 

1 or 2 is the injured person’s attempt to commit suicide, the perpetrator is liable to a penalty of the 

restriction of freedom from one year to ten years.  
13

  Budyn-Kulik M. – commentary to Article 190a of the penal code – theses 3,7 [in:] Kodeks karny. 

Komentarz do zmian wprowadzonych ustawą z dnia 25 lutego 2011 r. o zmianie ustawy - Kodeks 

karny, LEX/el., 2011. 
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violence14. According to M. Budyn-Kulik the Polish lawmaker had already made 
attempts to protect the injured person, namely by means of the law on 
counteracting family violence15 and some changes which were introduced to 
criminal law (see: prohibition to come close to the injured person or a writ to 
leave the place of residence). M. Budyn-Kulik is correct in stating that before 
the implementation of Art. 190a of the penal code there had been quite effective 
methods in the Polish legal system of – on the one hand – punishing the 
perpetrator, and – on the other hand – protecting the injured person [however] a 
completely different story was (…) the issue of enforcing the law.  The view on 
the inadequate enforcement of law in this context is shared by the author of 
this report who believes that particularly worrisome in this aspect are: a 
lengthy period of criminal and civil procedures, secondary victimization related 
to the noticeable domination of the accused who acts together with the 
defence (contrary to the injured persons who usually act on their own), lack of 
adequate reflection on the part of the investigators and the judiciary on why the 
injured person have withdrawn from making claims that would lead to an 
accusation of the perpetrator and a low level of legal awareness of the Polish 
society.  
Before the novelization  of the criminal law some forms of stalkers’ 
behaviour could be qualified as the following offences: 
a) threat (Article 190 § 1 of the penal code), 
b) coercion (Article 191 § 1 of the penal code), 
c) trespassing (Article 193 of the penal code), 
d) persecution (Article 207 § 1 of the penal code), 
e) violation of body violability (Article 217 § 1 of the penal code);  
or a noise violation and peace disturbance (Article 51 § 1 of the code of 
contraventions), emotional disturbance (Article 107 of the code of 
contraventions), indecent act (Article 140 of the code of contraventions)16.  
 In case of the main type of stalking as described in Article 190a § 1 of 
the penal code, it should be pointed out that the subject of the protection is 
freedom, understood widely as freedom from (bearing the unwanted presence 
of another person, freedom from fear) as well as freedom to (respecting 
privacy). Additionally this provision protects the individual’s psychological well-

                                                      
14

Budyn-Kulik M. – commentary to Article 190a of the penal code – thesis 10 [in:] Kodeks..., LEX/el., 

2011. 
15

 The June 29th 2005 Law on Counteracting Domestic Violence was novelized a few times, yet the 

most important were the modifications which came into force on August 1st 2010. The Law 

determines the tasks of the agencies of state public administration and local government in the area 

of counteracting domestic violence, including a mandate to establish interdisciplinary teams at the 

commune level or application of national and local programmes of counteracting domestic violence. 

It is includes special regulation for eviction and taking away children.    
16

 Cf. Budyn-Kulik M. – commentary to Article 190a of the penal code – theses 10-14 [in:] Kodeks..., 

LEX/el., 2011. 

 See also Article 202 § 3 of the penal code (for example sending the injured person pornographic 

content via email), Article 216 of the penal code (for example immoral proposals that are 

insulting), Article 278 of the penal code and Article 119 of the code of contraventions (theft) 

article 268 (infringing secrecy of correspondence), Article 288 of the penal code and Article 124 of 

the code of contraventions (destroying possessions) (Mozgawa M. [after:] Budyn-Kulik M. – 

commentary to Article 190a of the penal code – thesis 14 [in:] Kodeks..., LEX/el., 2011). 
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being and the right to privacy. Referring to the concept of stalking, which has 
been used by the lawmaker, it is worth pointing out that is close to the concept 
of bullying. Taking into account the dictionary meaning of the term stalking one 
should accept that the perpetrator committing this type of crime causes the 
victim grief and harm17.  
 Stalking and cyberstalking (Articles 190a § 1 and 2 of the penal code), 
just like rape (Article 197 of the penal code) are investigated upon the victim’s 
request (Article 190a § 4 of the penal code) with the difference that in the case 
of stalking and cyberstalking the request to start the investigation can be 
withdrawn (in preliminary procedure with the consent of the prosecutor and in 
the court procedure with the consent of the court, however only prior to the 
proceeding to trial at the first main hearing (Article 12 § 3 1st sentence code of 
the criminal procedure), while in the case of rape, the law excludes an 
opportunity to withdraw a request.  
 In Article 190a § 2 of the penal code another basic type of stalking has 
been introduced: spoofing as somebody else, using this person’s image or other 
personal data to do her property or personal harm (punishable by a penalty of 
deprivation of liberty for up to 3 years). Budyn-Kulik also believes that by 
means of this article the Polish lawmaker wanted to introduce penalisation of 
cyberstalking18. It is worth pointing out that while in the case of stalking the 
protection of victims has been narrowed by introducing such terms as 
persistent (in Polish equivalent of the term stalking) and significant (in the 
context of violating privacy), the statutory regulation of the cyberstalking does 
not include behaviour which is not directed at harming the victim physically or 
financially. Nonetheless, it remains problematic to decide on the concurrence 
of the provisions of Article 190a (§ 1 or 2) with other provisions, as for example 
what is the relation of the provisions of Article 190a  § 1 and 207 § 1 of the 
penal code19. 
 Considering the fact that the penalization of stalking (cyberstalking) was 
introduced in Poland in 2011, there still is lack of statistical data on the number 
of criminal cases filed in these areas and convictions that result from them.  
 

(iii)Types of behaviour which violate individual’s sexual freedom other than 
rape and stalking.  

Prior to the introduction of Article 190a of the penal code, some 
representatives of the doctrine20 recommended a distinction between:  sexual 
                                                      
17

  Budyn-Kulik M. – commentary to Article 190a of the penal code – theses 19-22 [in:] Kodeks..., 

LEX/el., 2011. 
18

Prior to the introduction of Article 190a § 2 to the penal code, some forms of behaviour of 

cyberstalkers could be qualified as a crime based on Article 267 § 1 and § 2 of the penal code 

(illegal obtaining of information), Art. 268 (destroying information, hindering other person’s 

access to this information), Article 268a (harming databases), as well as Article 287 § 1 of the 

penal code. The protection of image could also be sought in provisions of intellectual property law 

or civil law – by means of the construction of personal rights (Budyn-Kulik M. – commentary to 

Article 190a of the penal code – thesis 51 [in:] Kodeks..., LEX/el., 2011).  
19

 Budyn-Kulik M. – commentary to Article 190a penal code. – theses 22, 48, 50, 79, 80 [in:] 

Kodeks..., LEX/el., 2011. 
20

 Cf.  Kurzępa B., „Inna czynność seksualna" jako znamię przestępstw, Prokuratura i Prawo 5/2005, 

p. 69 and subsequent. 
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assault – first degree rape, other sexual activity – second degree rape, sexual 
harassment – third degree rape.  The term sexual harassment was considered 
to have been of little precision and usually associated with the behaviour 
encountered at the workplace. Hence, Polish criminal law does not use the 
term sexual harassment. What is more, there is no separate penalization for 
this type of behaviour. Hence, protection against unwanted and unreciprocated 
behaviour of a sexual nature should be sought in the provisions, which, although 
directly do not penalize unwanted sexual behaviour yet could cause an 
adequate penalization of the perpetrator in the case of sexual harassment.  

In the context of this analysis particular attention should be paid to the 
following provisions of the Polish penal code: Article 216 (insult), Article 217 
(violation of body inviolability), and article 207 (persecution).     
 According to Article 216 § 1 of the penal code: any person who insults 
another person in his presence or even without his being present but publically 
and in the intention for the insult to reach the injured person is liable to a fine or 
a penalty of restriction of freedom. In the opinion of J. Raglewski21, the concept 
of insult should be understood as different types of behaviour whose common 
characteristic is that they express disdain towards the dignity of another human 
being. An insult can be expressed verbally or in a form of a picture, gesture, etc. 
Behaviour exceeding words and gestures can, in turn, lead to violation of body 
inviolability (see the earlier quoted Article 217 § 1 of the penal code). 
According to the doctrine, the case in point are all types of activities which 
affect the body of another person, which are not accepted by this person22. In 
terms of acts violating the inviolability of the human body, in  addition to hitting 
the literature points to such acts (as understood in Article 217) as spitting, 
slapping, pushing, pulling somebody’s hair, tugging, clapping, throwing objects 
at another person, kissing another person without his/her consent, hugging the 
injured, patting the injured23. Both in the case of insult as in the case of the 
violation of body inviolability the process of investigation starts upon the private 
accusation, that is the injured person’s filing of a claim in court to punish the 
perpetrator (Article 216 § 5 and 217 § 3 of the penal code).  
 The earlier quoted Article 207 § 1 of the penal code penalizes the main 
type of persecution24. A physical insult indicates physical suffering (ex. beating, 
starving), while psychological insult – tormenting somebody mentally (ex. 
slander, threat). Both stalking and insult incline a certain degree of 

                                                      
21

 Raglewski J. – commentary to Article 216 of penal code – thesis 8 [in:] Kodeks karny. Część 

szczególna. Tom II. Komentarz do art. 117-277 k.k., Zoll A. (ed.), Barczak-Oplustil A., Bogdan G., 

Ćwiąkalski Z., Dąbrowska-Kardas M., Kardas P., Majewski J., Raglewski J., Rodzynkiewicz M., 

Szewczyk M., Wróbel W., Zakamycze, 2006 [LEX version]. 
22

Por.: Raglewski J. – commentary to Article 217 of the penal code – thesis 7 [in:] Kodeks..., 

Zakamycze, 2006 [LEX version]. 
23

Raglewski J. – commentary to Article 217 of the penal code – theses 7-9 [in:] Kodeks..., Zakamycze, 

2006 [LEX version]. 
24

 See also Article 207 § 2 (If the act defined under § 1 is linked with the use of particular cruelty, the 

perpetrator is liable to a penalty of deprivation of freedom ranging from one year to 10 years) and 

§ 3 (If the consequences of the act defined under § 1 or 2 is the suicide of the injured person, the 

perpetrator is liable to a penalty of deprivation of freedom ranging from 2 to 12 years) penalizing 

the qualified types. 
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repetitiveness of the perpetrator’s behaviour. Nonetheless, while the term 
insult can be exceptionally used for one-time behaviour (in a situation when the 
intensity in inflicting pain in reference to one event compacted by time and 
place was so big that it should be qualified as an insult) the same cannot be 
said about the term stalking25. It is clear, based both on the doctrine and the 
judicature, that although a decision to regard the perpetrator’s behaviour as 
stalking should be a result of an objective assessment (in the doctrine 
understood as a social assessment as opposed to a subjective assessment of 
the injured person) as such cannot be regarded behaviour which does not cause 
any serious physical pain or moral suffering of the victim or a situation during 
which a mutual stalking takes place between two persons26. 
 It is also worth pointing out to Article191a of the Polish penal code, 
which is binding since June 8th 2010 and which states: who preserves the 
image of a naked person or a person during a sexual intercourse and uses for 
this purpose against this person violence or a lawless threat, is liable to a 
restriction of freedom from 3 months to 5 years (§ 1); an investigation starts 
upon the victim’s request (§ 2).  Prior to the novelization of the criminal law, 
such behaviour was not criminalized. A sexual activity means a sexual 
intercourse or other sexual activity27.  
 The analysis of the legal protection against sexual violence should be 
complemented by a reference to provisions of a general part of the penal code 
and preventive measures (that is a measures used as an alternative or a 
complement to a penalty) in a form of a duty to refrain from staying in specific 
environment or places, a ban on getting in touch with specific persons or a ban 
on leaving a specific place of stay without the court’s consent (Article 39, point 
2b of the penal code completed by a ban of getting close to specific persons). It 
is decided (obligatory or discretionary) for the period of 1 year to 15 years 
(Article 43 § 1 of the penal code) for example in the case of an intentional 
offence with a use of force.  
 On the other hand, while conditionally suspending the execution of a 
penalty (such a possibility may take place in cases of a penalty of 
imprisonment28 not exceeding 2 years, a penalty of imprisonment or the fine 
imposed as an independent penalty – see Article 69 § 1 of the penal code), the 
court may oblige the sentenced person to apologize to the injured person 
(Article 72 § 1 of the penal code): refrain the perpetrator from getting in touch 
with the injured person or any other person in a defined manner (point 7a) leave 

                                                      
25

 Cf. Budyn-Kulik M. – commentary to Article 190a of the penal code – theses 19-22 [in:] Kodeks..., 

LEX/el., 2011; Szewczyk M. – commentary to Article 207 of the penal code – theses 11-14 [in:] 

Kodeks karny. Część szczególna. Tom II. Komentarz do art. 117-277 k.k., Zoll A. (ed.), Barczak-

Oplustil A., Bogdan G., Ćwiąkalski Z., Dąbrowska-Kardas M., Kardas P., Majewski J., Raglewski 

J., Rodzynkiewicz M., Szewczyk M., Wróbel W., Zakamycze, 2006 [LEX version]. 
26

Szewczyk M. – commentary to Article 207 of the penal code – thesis 17 [in:] Kodeks.., Zakamycze, 

2006 [LEX version]. 
27

  Budyn-Kulik M. – commentary to Article 191a of the penal code – theses 1, 4 [in] Kodeks karny. 

Praktyczny komentarz, Mozgawa M. (ed.), Budyn-Kulik M., Kozłowska-Kalisz P., Kulik M., 

Oficyna, 2010 [LEX version] 
28

 The English term “imprisonment” is an equivalent of the Polish term “deprivation of liberty”, used 

in Poland since 1969 – translator’s note.  
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the accommodation in which he resided together with the injured person (point 
7b) while in the case of penalizing the perpetrator for a crime in which violence 
or a lawless threat was used towards the a person close to the perpetrator, the 
court determines the way in which the perpetrator may contact the injured 
person (Article 72 § 1a of the penal code).  
  In 2010, the Polish lawmakers decided to expand the protection of the 
injured persons within the framework of the criminal procedure. Hence, based 
on Article 275 § 2 of the code of criminal procedure, a court may order a 
person who is subject to surveillance 29 to stay away from specific places. In 
addition, according to Article 275a § 1 of the code of criminal procedure the 
accused of a crime committed with the use of force against a person with whom 
he shares accommodation may be ordered to leave the place of residence which 
he shares with the injured person if there is a justified fear that the accused will 
commit a crime with a use of force against this person, especially when he has 
made threats to commit such a crime.  
 

(B) Sexual violence - a broad perspective of the civil law. 
 Within the narrowly understood civil law, the problem of women’s 
protection against different acts of sexual violence is limited to the issue of 
protection of an individual against violation of his/her personal rights and the 
problem of claims related to potential or real threats to these rights. In a 
broader perspective of the civil law, the protection can be also sought in the 
labour law where protection of personal rights is independent of the civil 
protection of these rights. In Poland, the labour code does not exclude the civil 
protection of these rights but in a specific way reinforces them.  
 The exit point for the analysis of the legal protection of personal rights is 
an assumption that a common protection of the personal rights is realized by a 
duty imposed on everybody to refrain from any activity that could lead to a 
violation of other person’s personal rights. In the case of threatening or 
violating these rights, the protection is realized by the individual’s rights to 
demand specific behaviour from the violator and a duty of a specific behaviour 
or an abandonment of such behaviour by this violator. Based on Article 23 of 
the civil code personal rights, especially health, freedom, reverence, freedom of 
religion, name or pseudonym, image, privacy of correspondence, inviolability of 
the place of residence, scientific artistic, and inventory work remain under the 
protection of the civil law regardless of the protection they receive in other 
provisions.  Article 23 enumerates personal rights which are subject to 
protection. The catalogue of personal rights is open30. An evaluation whether 

                                                      
29

 The rationale of surveillance is to allow the courts or the prosecutor to control the movements of the 

accused – these agencies determine the obligations of the accused, most often in reference to 

leaving the current place of residence and an obligation to report to the Police in specified periods 

of time.   

 
30

 Among the rights not directly mentioned in the provision most important here are the following 

rights:  body inviolability, sexual integrity, family life, privacy, domestic peace, secrecy of 

correspondence.  
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there has been a violation of a personal right should not be based on the 
individual sensitivity of the interested party but on an objective social reaction. 
Not every nuisance or harm inclines a violation of a legally protected personal 
right31.   
 A realisation of legal protection of personal rights takes place when an 
individual is provided with an opportunity to file claims (Article 24 § 1 of the 
civil code).  
 Protection measures of personal rights can be divided into proprietary 
and non- proprietary. In case of the non- proprietary protection measures the 
most important is the claim to reduce the effects of the violation (for example a 
claim to make an apology, a statement of will in a specific form, time and place, 
express a regret, make a public explanation). The choice of measure for 
removing the effects of the violation of the personal rights is open, yet it refers 
only to deliberate measures, which constitute an equivalent of a performed 
harm (meaning in a way levelling off its effects). The injured person may select 
a measure which could humiliate the perpetrator who has violated his/her 
personal rights32. 
 In the case of proprietary protection measures, on the other hand, the 
most important are the claims for financial damages or making a payment 
towards a cause pointed by the injured person. What is important, they can be 
awarded only in the cases enumerated by the statue. These cases are specified 
by Article 445 of the civil code (which foresees a compensation in such cases 
as harming the injured person’s body, causing mental imbalance, violating her 
freedom or forcing her by means of a conceit, rape or abuse of power to 
become involved in an indecent act) and Article 448 of the civil code which 
states that in cases of a violation of a personal right, the court may order that a 
person whose good has been violated is paid a specific amount of money as a 
form of compensation for the experienced damage or upon her request a 
specific amount of money is paid by the perpetrator towards a social cause33.  
A proprietary measure is also a compensation for a proprietary damage which 
could be assigned based on general rules (Article 415 and subsequent articles 
of the civil code – responsibility for illegal acts).   
 It should be stressed that while making a claim for the protection of 
personal rights and demanding action to eliminate the effects of the violation of 
personal rights, the injured person should prove that a specific personal right, 
whose protection is being demanded, exists and has been violated. The 
perpetrator, on the other hand, should prove that he did not act illegally 
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 Księżak P. – commentary to Article 23 of the civil code – thesis 6 [in:] Kodeks cywilny. Część 

ogólna. Komentarz, w: Pyziak-Szafnicka M. (ed.), LEX, 2009 [LEX version]. From the perspective 
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(cf.: Szewczyk H., Ochrona dóbr osobistych w zatrudnieniu, Oficyna, 2007).  
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  Księżak P. – commentary to Article 24 of the civil code – thesis 77 [in:] Kodeks..., LEX, 2009 

[LEX version]. 
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(meaning that his behaviour was not against the currently binding law or 
principles of social conduct).  The injured person does not need to prove that 
the perpetrator was acting deliberately or negligently. The situation changes 
when the injured person, in addition to the mentioned claim, demands damages 
and awarding a specific amount of money for a specific social cause. In such 
case, the culpable violation of a personal right must be proved34.  
 In labour law, except for the earlier mentioned Article 11¹ of the labour 
code35, the injured person may seek protection by referring to a provision of 
equal employment (Article 183a and subsequent articles of the labour code36) 
and a ban on mobbing (Article 94³ of the labour code.37).  
 Based on Article 183a § 1 of the labour code, employees have a right to 
equal treatment in employment. As stipulated in § 2 of this provision equal 
treatment means lack of discrimination in any form, directly or indirectly, 
especially in regards to gender. In § 2 the legislature recognizes as a sign of 
discrimination an undesired behaviour, whose aim or effect is violation of the 
employee’s dignity and creating a threatening, hostile, humiliating, degrading 
atmosphere (harassment § 5 point 2). In addition, the law stipulates that 
discrimination based on gender is any undesired behaviour of a sexual nature or 
referring to the employee’s gender whose aim or effect is violation of the 
employee’s dignity, especially creating a threatening, hostile, humiliating, 
degrading atmosphere; [while – author’s note] such behaviour can be comprised 
of physical, verbal and non-verbal elements (sexual harassment; § 6).   
 Based on Article 183d of the labour code, a person whose employer has 
violated the rule of equal treatment of employment has a right to damages in 
the amount not lower than the minimum compensation for work as established 
based on other provisions. What also needs to be pointed out is that the 
employee while making a claim for damages due to a violation of the rule of 
equal treatment in employment first has to prove experiencing discrimination in 
employment while the employer has the burden to prove that any distinctions 
made between employees was based on objective measures (see: Article 183b 
§ 1 of the labour code).  As it seems awarded compensation is to level off the 
employee’s damage in proprietary and non-proprietary rights38. 
 Based on Article 94³ of the labour code, on the other hand, the employer 
is obliged counteract mobbing (§ 1), meaning, actions or behaviour referring to 
the employee or directed against the employee, which take the form of 
persistent and long-term harassing or threatening the employee which may 
result in the employee’s lower opinion of his professional value, which cause or 
aim to cause the employees’ humiliation or ridiculing, isolating or eliminating 
from the team of employee (§2). Should mobbing has caused a mental 
imbalance, the employee may demand from the employer an adequate amount 
                                                      
34

 Księżak P. – commentary to Article 24 of the penal code – theses 1,2 [in:] Kodeks..., LEX, 2009 

[LEX version]. 
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 Provision added on June 2nd 1996. 
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 Provisions added on January 1st 2002, later novelized. 
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 Provision added on January 1st 2004. 
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  Maniewska E. – commentary to Article 18
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of money as a financial compensation for the experienced harm (§ 3). What is 
more, an employee, who as a result of mobbing, has had his work contract 
dissolved, may demand from the employer a compensation in an amount not 
lower than the minimum compensation for work, as stipulated based on other 
provisions  (§ 4). 
 Subject literature highlights some difficulties in differentiating between 
the terms mobbing and discrimination (in the understanding of the provisions of 
the code), a phenomenon which creates serious practical problems (cf. 
differences in claims). In the case of mobbing, the perpetrators may be the 
injured person’s employers, other employees or even third persons. In the 
labour code mobbing implies a perpetual and long-term activity (or inactivity) of 
the perpetrator in a similar manner to the regulations of the penal code made 
in reference to stalking and coercion. In a court procedure the proof of burden 
lies on the employee while the employer, in order to free himself from the 
responsibility, should prove that the facts that indicate mobbing do not exist or 
that they do not constitute mobbing, or potentially are a result of a force 
majeure or are caused only by the employee39.  
 

Table 5. Claims filed by men and women in district courts (courts of the 
first instance) in years 2008-2009 in cases of mobbing and harassment40. 

Legal basis  2008 2009  
Article 183a  in relation to art. 183d of the labour code 
[compensation for harassment as one of the forms of 
discrimination at workplace] 

13 5 

Article 943 of the labour code[compensation and 
damages for mobbing] 

536 529 

Source: Author’ research based on the statistical data of the Ministry of Justice, Prawo pracy – 
dyskryminacja, mobbing, molestowanie. Wydział Statystyki MS 2010 r.41 

 
 Concluding the reflections on the issue of the protection of women 
against different forms of sexual violence, one cannot refrain from pointing out 
the need of a separate analysis (and assessment) of two phenomena: law in 
books and law in action.  While, in the opinion of the author of this report, in 
Poland legal regulations in this area can be assessed quite positively, the 
platform of their application still requires many reforms. Particularly 
worrisome in the area of legislation is the constant creation of new regulations 
which takes place without much deeper analysis of the actual need for their 
introduction (cf. remarks in reference to penalising stalking). In a similar way 
one should assess the creation of legal institutions, which are not applied at all 
due to the regulation of the premises. Even more negative assessment should 
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be given to a thoughtless, typical for penal populism, strengthening of penal 
repressions also in regards to acts violating sexual freedom.   
 Regarding the existing in Poland problem of the application of law, the 
report has already presented the problem of lengthy (lasting for months, or 
even years) procedures and court cases, an inequality of weapon between the 
injured person and the perpetrator, inadequate knowledge observed among the 
investigators and the judiciary about the mechanisms of a sexual violence and 
the low level of legal awareness of the Polish society. In addition, a few other 
problems should be pointed out, namely the passivity of the Polish society and 
existing beliefs in the myths on violence, the high financial costs of civil cases, 
lack of appreciation of consensual modes of procedure or a need to an 
interdisciplinary approach to the problem.  
 The author expresses great hope that the outlined problems will 
gradually disappear as the Polish society continue to develop its legal 
awareness, the investigators deepen their knowledge of the problem and in the 
legislative process a greater importance is given to expert opinion. 
 

3. Summary of research and policy (if any) on gender-based 
sexual violence against female university student in Poland 

Research 
In Poland no research is available on the issue of gender-based sexual 

violence against female students. Available data usually refers to domestic 
violence in which women are victims.  
 Data on sexual harassment (in regards to women and men) can be found 
in the 2007 research report of the Public Opinion Research Centre (CBOS). It 
states that 22% of Polish women admit facing inappropriate, sexual comments 
at workplace. Physical harassment has been reported by 7% of the surveyed 
(women and men). Among the perpetrators the most often mentioned are a 
stranger (30%), a colleagues from work (at a workplace, at the university) – 
20,6%42. 
 Until recently the problem of stalking has not been researched in 
Poland. The first research on this issue was undertaken in 2006 by J. 
Skarżyńska-Sernegalia (Associazione Italiana di Psicologia e Criminologia, 
Osservatorio Nazionale Stalking) on a representative sample of randomly 
selected 2000 persons (1016 women and 984 men) at the age of 16-69. 
Research results indicate that 12% of the surveyed have been victims to 
stalking with 72% of the victims being women. In 88% of the cases, the stalker 
was not a stranger to the victim (in 58% it was a current partner or a previous 
partner43).  The most recent research (2010) was conducted by CBOS in late 
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December 2009 on a representative sample of the adult population. The 
research consisted of 1,200 telephone interviews. Its results indicate that 10% 
of the respondents had (77%) or still have (19.9%) experiences related to 
stalking. The most frequent cases of stalking were slander (70%), threats 
(50%) and silent phone calls (46%). As many as 68% of the respondents 
admitted to having experienced stalking in more than one form44.  

The most thorough analysis of the phenomenon of sexual violence 
towards Polish women is the study by B. Gruszczyńska45 . This publication 
includes results of research which was conducted in 2004 on a national sample 
of 2,009 randomly selected women at the age of 18 to 69. The research was 
based on direct interviews. It turned out that 1/3 of Polish women have 
experienced some form of physical violence after the age of 16, while every 
sixth have experienced sexual violence. 18% of women have experienced 
physical or sexual violence in childhood. Every sixth of the respondents has 
been victim to violence by her partner (husband, domestic partner, boyfriend). 
The most frequent forms of physical violence were: beating, tugging, kicking, 
pulling hair, but reported were cases of a forced sexual intercourse, also with 
the involvement of third parties). The second most frequent form of violence is 
psychological violence achieved through terrorizing, humiliating, limiting 
personal freedom in contacts with others. 60% of women admitted that 
mobbing (bullying) was taking place at their workplace, while 8% declared to 
have been direct addressees of such behaviour.  Only one in four victims 
informed the Police about the crime.  

In Poland no research has been conducted on the issue of sexual 
violence towards women, and gender-based crimes. Before the research 
conducted by B. Gruszczyńska the only available data had been the CBOS 
report on domestic violence. Data published in the 2003 CBOS research report 
indicates that 38% of Poles (N=1105) knows at least one woman who has been 
victim to domestic violence46, 13 % of the respondents (both women and men) 
have been hit at least once by their spouse during a domestic dispute47 . 
According to the data published in the next CBOS research report (2009) 26% 
(N=1048) of the surveyed knows at least one woman who has been victim to 
domestic violence coming from their partner. As many as 17% know at least a 
few of such women48. 9% of the researched claim that they have been hit at 
least once by their partner during a domestic dispute. Similar results were 
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obtained by Eurobarometr in 201049: 26% of the respondents knew the woman 
who was victim to domestic violence50.  

One of the few sources of information of violence among students is a 
research project titled ”Students 2000” which was ordered by the State Agency 
for Prevention of Alcohol Related Problems (PARPA). In 2000 the research was 
conducted on the sample of 9372 students in their first, second and third year 
of studies in 40 institutions of higher education in 8 largest academic cities in 
Poland. The research was focused on the consumption of alcohol and other 
psychoactive substances. Among the research results that could be of interest 
in this project is the information that 31% of the respondents reported having 
experienced physical violence (such as beating, tugging, pushing) while 42% of 
the students were the addressees of psychological violence (swearing, 
threatening, blackmailing)51. 

In regards to the problem of a sense of safety among students available 
research includes the work of M. Żołna.  The research was based on a random 
survey of 300 students (including 175 women) of the Nicolaus Copernicus 
University in Toruń. The questionnaire focused on the crimes that the students 
encountered (in an active or passive way), the sense of being threatened by 
crime and the sense of security in the city52.  

 

Policy 
In the chapter focusing on legal issues presented are the measures used 

by the Polish state to counteract violence by punishing the perpetrators.  The 
statue has also equipped Polish institutions of higher education with measures 
to counteract such behaviour. Based on the decision of a disciplinarily 
commission and/or arbitration by fellow members, Polish institutions of higher 
education are authorised to penalize students whose behaviour is violating the 
student’s dignity of others53.  Another policy element worth mentioning are the 
special programmes for victims. At the national level, the organisation 
responsible for providing help services to victims is the Polish Nationwide 
Emergency Service for Victims of Domestic Violence, the so-called "Blue Line" 
which is run by the Health Psychology Institute of Polish Psychological 
Association54.  This hotline helps victims to domestic violence find support 
through its network of organizations which offer help services. It is reported 
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that in 2009, 3,900 persons used the “Blue Line” (the Warsaw phone number). 
Out of them 80% sought information, 22% sought legal advice, 23% 
psychological support.  The topic of 85% of conversations was domestic 
violence. In majority of cases, the caller was the victim or a witness to a crime. 
Women made 80% of the calls.  In 2010, 3,910 phone calls were registered; the 
topic of 88% was domestic violence, just like in 2009, majority of the calls were 
made by women55.  

In 2009, the Polish Ministry of Justice launched a website called 
pokrzywdzeni.gov.pl.  The website provides information for persons who have 
been victim to a crime (for example contact information for help centres, 
examples of different forms and letters to be sent to institutions). The Ministry 
has been supporting the building of a Network of Help to Victims to Crime (Sieć 
Pomocy Ofiarom Przestępstw) within which have been created 16 Centres for 
Crime Victims. Nonetheless, because the Polish law only demands an 
application of the previously mentioned disciplinary measures, Polish 
institutions of higher education lack a uniform policy for crime victims. Hence, 
there are differences between the universities and other institutions of higher 
education in the forms and range of undertaken help service. Some universities 
have established a position of a consultant/ombudsman for security services. In 
Kraków some universities have been involved in the programme of integrated 
safety policy titled University promoting safety (see page 29 of the report). 
However, due to lack of institutional support, many grassroots activities 
focused on providing help even if undertaken, often end after a very short 
period of time, as was the case in the Institute of Pedagogy at the Jagiellonian 
University.  
 

4. Description of the conduct of the Polish research  
 

The first stage of the project included quantitative research conducted by 
means of an on-line questionnaire sent to female students of the Jagiellonian 
University. The questionnaire was distributed in the period of 29.10-
31.11.2009.  The students were invited to take part in the research project by 
an email which had been sent through the university’s electronic system 
USOS56 to all students (to ensure adequate protection of personal data, it was 
impossible to divide the addressees into two categories: men and women). In 
the mid of the research project among students distributed were special 
postcards (with four different designs presenting the stereotypes of sexual 
gender violence – see the attachment 1) which were used as an advertisement 
to take part in the research project. Altogether 4,021 people logged into the 
survey website and 2,226 filled in the questionnaire, which constitutes 7,2% of 
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all university female students.  In the final part of the questionnaire the 
students could express their opinions about the research. A great majority of 
the respondents expressed their content towards the fact that research on this 
topic had been undertaken (for example: “I am happy that the Jagiellonian 
University has decided to take care of the problem of academic violence towards 
women since I believe that this is a serious problem which for too long has been 
ignored by the academic community possibly in order to protect some University 
staff”).   A positive response was also given to the links to internet websites of 
institutions which offer help services and which were provided in the final part 
of the questionnaire. The respondents underlined that both the links and the 
questionnaire were of educational value (“I think that it is a very good idea to 
provide in the questionnaire information on where to go. I am also happy that 
there is interest in the problem of women security at the university, which is why 
this research project has been undertaken.”).   On the other hand, negative 
assessments were given to the length of the questionnaire and the fact that the 
research was directed only to women. Excluding men from the research project 
was not only disapproved by female respondents. Throughout the project, the 
research team received many emails from male students who also were not 
happy with their exclusion from the research project.  

The second stage of the research project included an organisation of focus 
groups participated by female students. Discussed were focused on the 
following topics: safety in the city and at the university, understanding of the 
concept of violence and especially sexual violence, establishing a characteristic 
of a potential perpetrator and a victim, effects of a violent act, and ways to 
obtain help. Participants in this part of the research were female students who, 
in the on-line questionnaire, had expressed their interest in participating in the 
focus group meeting and provided their email addresses. Over 150 persons 
registered as interested to participate in the focus group meetings.  To 
participate in the discussions students were invited by email which also 
included information on the research objective. Invited students were given 
three different dates of meetings to choose from. The first round of meetings 
took place in December 2009 and January 2010. The first four meetings were 
attended by 33 female students. The remaining students did not respond to the 
invitations or did not come to the meetings. The second round of focus groups 
was organized in the late January and February of 2010.  In addition to the re-
sending of invitations to students who had agreed to participate in the project in 
an on-line questionnaire, announcements were made during lectures and 
classes to encourage students to participate.  To encourage higher 
participation students were assured, both in the letter sent to students and the 
oral invitations, that they would receive a small gift for participating in the 
project. Altogether, 7 meetings were organized which were participated by 41 
students. The meetings, on average, lasted from 1,5 to 2 hours.57  
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The next stage was interviews with stakeholders 58 . This stage of 
research included in-depth individual or collective interviews which were 
organized between May and June 2010. Altogether 21 interviews with 25 
stakeholders were conducted.   The interviews lasted from 30 minutes to 1,5 
hour. Purposive sampling was used as a selection method for the population. 
The selection criterion was the stakeholder’s engagement (a real one or 
resulting from the profession/function performed) in the area of providing 
security to female students (in this context broadly understood sexual 
harassment and sexual violence).  Consequently, four categories of 
respondents were selected: 

- representatives of institutions and organizations which are structurally 
or functionally related to the Jagiellonian University (students representatives, 
administrators of students dorms, supervisor of the University Legal 
Counsel59); 

- representatives of other Kraków-based institutions of higher education 
(ex. safety coordinators);  

- representatives of the state’s institutions of the justice system in the 
city – the judges, prosecutor, the Policemen;  

- representatives of city institutions and NGOs offering help services to 
those who are seeking help and whose work is directly related to the research 
topic (e.x. representative of the “Autonomia” foundation60).  

Stakeholders were invited to participate in the research in direct 
telephone conversations, in emails, but also by formal letters sent to their 
institutions. Many of the stakeholders would ask for more information on the 
topic of the discussion and an explanation why they had been chosen for this 
interview as majority of them did not feel competent enough to participate in 
the research (many would respond negatively to being called “an expert” and 
would consider terms such as “professional”, ”specialist” as more adequate).  
The respondents were more willing to agree to a “conversation” and not an 
“interview”. Two institutions rejected an invitation to an interview: a specialist 
from a mental health clinic – Scanmed Psyche61 and a representative from the 
academic ministry at St. Anna’s Church in Kraków62. One of the respondents 
did not agree for the interview to be recorded.  At times, already after the 
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official interview, stakeholders wanted to add some informal remarks 
(stressing that these statements were off-record) and present some cases 
which they were familiar with or find out more about the research project. 
Majority of the experts offered further help and expressed interest in 
cooperating with the researchers as well as interest in the final results both of 
the stage they had participated in and the project as a whole.  

The subsequent stage of the project included again the on-line 
questionnaire. Following the analysis of data gathered in the first stage, the 
European research team decided to make some changes in the structure of the 
questionnaire and remove the parts which referred to the self-assessment of 
the respondent (first three questions) as well as reformulate some answers. 
Changes were meant to obtain more detailed data and simplify the process of 
filling up the questionnaire. In the first stage of the research, students would 
often choose an answer “other” with an opportunity to provide a detailed 
explanation. After the analysis of the questionnaire, semi-open questions were 
changed into closed questions (for more on the research procedure see chapter 
3.1. of the final report).  

Fifteen institutions of higher education from different parts of Poland were 
invited to participate in the second stage of the research project. The 
institutions differed in areas of specialties and sizes. Six institutions were first 
contacted by means of an informal invitation sent to one of the academic staff 
and once this person agreed to participate in the research team together with 
this staff member would sent a formal invitation to the rector for the institution 
to participate in the research. The remaining nine institutions received formal 
invitations, sent by post, which were addressed to the rector. From the 
institutions which had been approached this way, only one agreed to participate 
in the research project. The table below presents more detailed information on 
institutions participating in this stage of the project.   
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Table 6. Characteristics of institutions of higher education participating in 
the second stage of the research (wave B). 

Category:    
Type of 
institution of 
higher 
education 

University Academy A non-
university 

higher 
education 

institution – 
Number of 

schools 
4 2 1 

Profile General Medical Physical 
education 

Number of 
schools 

5 1 1 

Type Public Private  
Number of 

schools 
6 1  

Geographical 
location in 
Poland 

North /South East/West Central Poland 

Number of 
schools 

1/3 0/2 1 

Size of the city 
where the 
school is 
located 
(number of 
inhabitants) 

more than a million/ 
urban 

agglomeration63 

up to a 
million  

up to 500 
thousand. 

Number of 
schools 

1/2 2 2 

 
The research was conducted from October 2010 to January 2011. In each 

researched university (higher education institution) 2 persons were responsible 
for the project – an academic staff member who was responsible for the 
performance of research tasks and a student or a PhD student who was in 
charge of collecting data and promoting the research project. The research 
was conducted by means of: an official email sent to female students (2 
universities/institutions of higher education), an email sent from a mailing list 
of student organizations, posters, brochures, in-class announcements, internet 
websites, school TVs,  Facebook (an add on the school’s page, creating an 
“event”, sending invitations), and on students’ forums. The highest attendance 
was noted in universities/institutions of higher education which sent invitations 
by email (30, 2% female students participated in the first one and 18,1% in the 
second one). In the remaining institutions 3 to 6% of the students responded to 
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the invitation. Altogether, 7,891 persons logged in on the questionnaires 
website and 4,999 students filled in the questionnaire.  
The stage of data collection of the first three stages of the research was 
followed by the work on preparing good practices for the Jagiellonian 
University. In December 2010 the model was presented to the Rector for 
Students Affairs along with the preliminary research findings and an 
argumentation supporting the postulates included in the model. In January 
2011 two meetings took place with the Rector during which further details 
were discussed as well as the practical application at the Jagiellonian 
University. On March 31, 2011 following Order number 37 of the Rector of the 
Jagiellonian University, according to a presented recommendation, an 
institution of a spokesman for students’ security was established (see 
attachment 3).  
The last phase of the project included an assessment of the model of good 
practices created by the Polish team. The team asked the Rector’s spokesman 
for students’ security for his assessment of the proposed solutions. During the 
meeting the team also discussed other subjects related to the general problem 
of students’ security as well as the plans for future actions and long-term 
policy with particular emphasis on the gender based sexual violence.  
 

5. Key data findings from the project on gender-based sexual 
violence at universities in Poland (from wave A and B): 
 

Presented below are key findings of the research at the Jagiellonian 
University (wave A) as compared to the second stage of the research which 
took place in selected institutions of higher education in Poland (wave B). In 
greater detail presented are differences between results of both stages and 
more detailed data, which was obtained after the modification of the original 
questionnaire.  

 
Presentation of results follows the structure of the questionnaire. That is 

why; the presentation of results follows the sequence: harassment, stalking, 
sexual violence.  

As earlier explained, in the first stage of the research (wave A) respondents 
comprised of female students from the Jagiellonian University; 96% (N=1961) 
of them were of Polish origin. 72% (N=1959) of the respondents were Roman 
Catholic while 15% atheist.  

The second stage of the research (wave B) included students of 7 different 
universities/institutions of higher education. 99,2% (N=3721) of respondents at 
this stage were of Polish origin.  81,5% (N=3737) declared Roman Catholicism 
as their religious denomination, while 11% stated to have been atheists.  
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Graph 1. Respondents’ age. 

 
 
 

Graph 2. Respondents’ place of residence at the time of stud
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Prevalence and nature – before and after university 

Harassment 

 
Table 7.  List of incidences of harassment experienced by students at the 

time of studies. 
 Wave A Wave B 
 % of persons who declared 

having experienced such 
an incidence at the time of 
studies 
N=2438 

% of persons who declared 
having experienced such 
an incidence at the time of 
studies 
N=4759 

Someone exposed themselves to me. 7,3 18,5 
Someone harassed me via telephone, 
SMS, e-mail, or letter by saying things 
that were indecent or threatening. 

9,6 21,8 

I was harassed by being whistled at, 
having dirty comments directed at me, 
or being stared at. 

47,7 66,8 

Someone made me feel uncomfortable 
by making comments about my body or 
my private life or by making sexual 
advances in a pushy way. 

35,2 44,8 

Someone got unnecessarily close to 
me, e.g. bent over too close or 
pressured me into a corner. 

32,9 31,5 

Someone told me lewd jokes and spoke 
to me in a way that made me feel 
sexually intimidated and pressured. 

21,5 16,1 

Someone groped me or tried to kiss me 
against my will. 

22,2 24,7 

Someone walked after me or followed 
me and I felt scared. 

16,65 20,0 

Someone made it clear to me that it 
could be disadvantageous for my future 
or my professional development if I 
didn't agree to have sex with him/her. 

1,4 1,8 

Someone showed me pornographic 
images or pictures of naked people in 
inappropriate situations. 

10,5 6,2 

I have experienced other situations 
involving sexual harassment. 

6,0 6,4 

 
The largest number of students pointed out to the incidence of verbal 
harassment. Majority of the respondents declared to have been whistled at, 
directed comments at, and stared at. Students also admitted having 
experienced hearing comments about their private lives and bodies, which 
made them feel uncomfortable and participating in conversations which they 
perceived as a form of sexual pressure. In the second stage of the research 
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(wave B) female students also admitted to having had experienced verbal 
forms of harassment such as whistling, commenting and unpleasant 
statements as common incidents.  
The second category of experienced incidents, at both stages of the research, 
were different forms of unwanted physical contact. They included:  getting too 
close to the respondent, bending over, attempts to hug and kiss.  
It is worth stressing, that in the first stage, among 11 of the selected categories 
of incidents, in as many as 9 cases, the incidences took place more often at the 
time when the respondent was studying in the secondary school 64 . They 
included: whistling and commenting - 62%, comments regarding the 
respondents’ bodies - 44%, attempts to kiss - 25%.  In the second stage of the 
research (wave B), due to the modification of the questionnaire, it was 
impossible to distinguish different stages of students’ lives, hence, the 
respondents only marked those incidents that they experienced in their whole 
lives and then marked the ones that she experienced in the course of their 
studies.  
 

Table 8. Comparison of the number of incidence of sexual harassment 
before and during studies. 

Incidence: Wave A 
“after 15 
years of 
age, but 
before 
studies” 
 

Wave A 
Incidences 
experienced 
during 
studies 
 

Wave B  
Incidences 
experience 
throughout 
life  

Wave B 
Incidences 
indicated as 
experienced 
during studies 
from among 
incidences 
experienced 
throughout life.  
 

I was harassed by being whistled 
at, having dirty comments 
directed at me, or being stared 
at. 

61,4 47,6 67,2 55,4 

Someone made me feel 
uncomfortable by making 
comments about my body or my 
private life or by making sexual 
advances in a pushy way. 

44 35,1 45,4 50,0 

Someone got unnecessarily close 
to me, e.g. bent over too close or 
pressured me into a corner. 

33,2 32,9 31,8 44,2 
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 In the survey this period of time is worded in the following way: “after 15 years of age, but before 
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Stalking 

 
Table 9. List of forms of stalking experienced by students in the course of 

studies. 
 Wave A Wave B 
 % of persons who declared 

having experienced such 
an incidence at the time of 
studies 
N=2157 

% of persons who declared 
having experienced such 
an incidence at the time of 
studies 
N= 4047 

Unwanted telephone calls, letters, e-
mails, SMS or messages over an 
extended period 

14,7 23,6 

Sent me things I didn't want (e.g. mail 
order items, "gifts", pornographic 
material) 

2,6 1,8 

Visited my home uninvited/lurked 
outside my home, at the university, at 
my work place 

5,6 6,6 

Spied up on me (e.g. via fellow 
students, neighbours, acquaintances) 

7,1 6,7 

Broke in or attempted to break in to 
my home, gained unauthorised access 
to my e-mail account, intercepted my 
post, listened in to my telephone 
conversations 

3,9 2,7 

Harassed my family, friends, fellow 
students, neighbours 

1,4 1,8 

Threatened to harm me, to break me 
psychologically, or to destroy things 
that belong to me 

3,8 5,8 

Threatened self-harm or suicide. 6,8 10,7 
Deliberately destroyed or damaged 
things which belong to me or mean 
something to me 

1,95 2,2 

Threatened to injure me physically or 
to kill me 

2,4 3,2 

Physically attacked me and committed 
bodily harm 

2,0 2,1 

Threatened to harm someone close to 
me (e.g. children, parents, partner). 

1,8 1,8 

Attacked or put at risk a person close 
to me (e.g. children, parents, partner) 

2,2 1,2 

Failed to abide by a Police restraining 
order or a court safety order 

0,05 0,1 

Other incidents involving harassment, 
threats or terrorising actions. 

1,3 4,6 

 
In both stages of the research (wave A and B), among the most often declared 
incidences were: unwanted telephone calls, letters, e-mails, text messages or 
messages in other forms. The second categories, in terms of frequency, were 
spying (e.g. via fellow students, neighbours, acquaintances). Other experienced 
incidents included: threats of suicide and unwanted visits to the respondents’ 
home, workplace, university.  
Similarly to sexual harassment, students participating in the first stage of the 
project (wave A), experienced more of such incidences before they started 
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university studies, that is at the time of secondary school education. The most 
often mentioned were incidences were stalking by phone - 21%, spying - 11% 
and unwanted visits to respondents’ homes - 8%. As many as 12% of the 
respondents reported that the other party threatened them to commit suicide.  
 
Table 10. Comparison of the number of incidences of stalking experienced 

before and during studies (wave A) and during the whole life and during 
studies (wave B). 

Incident: Wave A 
“after 15 years of 
age, but before 
studies” 
 

Wave A 
Incidences 
experienced 
during studies 
 

Wave B  
Incidences 
experience 
throughout life  

Wave B 
Incidences 
indicated as 
experienced 
during studies 
from among 
incidences 
experienced 
throughout life.  
 

Unwanted 
telephone calls, 
letters, e-mails, 
SMS or messages 
over an extended 
period 

21 14,7 28,1 45,1 

Spied up on me 
(e.g. via fellow 
students, 
neighbours, 
acquaintances) 

11 7,1 8,0 41,3 

Threatened self-
harm or suicide. 

6,8 12,1 12,8 27,7 

 
Sexual violence 

Just like sexual harassment and stalking, students had more often experienced 
sexual violence at the age of their secondary school education, or earlier, 
meaning before they started university studies. A similar intensity in 
experiencing sexual violence was declared by students in the second stage of 
the research (wave B).  
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Table 11. Students experience with sexual violence. 
 

Wave A 
“after 15 years 
of age, but 
before studies” 
N=2020 

Wave A 
% of persons 
declaring 
experiencing 
such incidence 
during studies.  
N=2020 

Wave B 
Incidences 
experience 
throughout life. 
N= 473  

Wave B  
% of persons 
declaring 
experiencing 
such incidence 
during studies.  
N=457 

Someone forced me to 
engage in sexual 
intercourse and used their 
penis or something else 
to penetrate my body 
against my will. 

2,6 3,0 
 
 

1,2 2,8 

Someone tried, against 
my will, to penetrate me 
with their penis or 
something else, but it 
didn't happen. 

3,5 2,7  
 
 

0,8 1,6 

Someone forced me to 
engage in intimate 
touching, caressing, 
petting and similar acts. 

5,2 4,55  
 
 

1,5 3,6 

I was forced to engage in 
other sexual acts or 
practices that I didn't 
want. 

1,8 2,2  
 

0,6 1,6 

Someone forced me to 
look at pornographic 
images or films and to act 
them out, even though 
they knew I didn't want to. 

0,25 0,5 0,1 0,3 

 

Perpetrators 
 

Graph 3. The gender of perpetrators. 

 
 
The table below presents results for all questions regarding the person with 
whom the student has experienced the incidence65 which she regards as the 
most serious. The answers are presented to allow a comparison of the range of 

                                                      
65

 In the questionnaire the term „perpetrator” was not used. 
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answers for each category of persons and not as they appeared in the 
questionnaire.  
 

Table 12. Person the students have experienced the incident with. 
W

av
e 

A
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n=

56
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N
=2

53
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st
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n=

 8
14
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n=

15
3 

someone I knew 
(including casual 
acquaintance) 

42,5 79,5 92,4     

a stranger 57,5 20,4 7,6 a stranger 77,7 23,9 5,4 
        
university 
environment66 

73,2 
n=711 

17,4 
n=564 

14,3 
n=154 

    

fellow student 
 

19,4 14,6 12,4 fellow student 20,6 17,4 21,4 

tutor67 0,2 0,2      
academic support 
staff 

2,9 1,1 1,9 an academic staff 
member 

6,9 2,9 5,2 

lecturer/professor 3,7 0,4 0     
other university 
employee 

1 0,7 0 other school employee 0,9 0,2 1,3 

        
personal 
environment 

26,7 
N=711 

82,6 
N=564 

85,7 
N=154 

someone outside the 
university 

71,7 79,4 72,1 

partner  2,2 10 24,8 Partner 0,7 7,1 28,8 
ex partner 5,5 21,2 15,7 ex partner 3,1 32,1 26,1 
someone I had date 
with 

7,8 10 18,3 on a date 4,9 36,0 55,6 

someone from my 
family 

3,2 4,6 2,6 Someone from my 
family (including 
distant relative or other 
related person) 

0,6 4,1 5,4 

someone in my group 
of friends 

25,3 11,7 10,46 Someone in my group 
of friends (including a 
friend of a friend)68 

6,5 11,7 18 

    Someone from work 
(e.g. colleague, 
superior, customer) 

2,7 1,9 1,8 

    Someone from my 
residential environment 
(e.g. neighbour, 
room/flat mate, 
landlord) 

0 0 0 

    Professional (e.g. 
doctor, trainer, 
Policeman) 

1,1 0,8 0,9 

    Internet acquaintance 1,3 4,6 1,8 

 
 
  

                                                      
66

 In bold marked are the filter questions, when the respondent decided to choose them, she could see 

different ways to answer the question, which was provided in a form a table beneath the filter answer.  
67

 Underlined are only the categories of answers which were used at the first stage of research (wave 

A)  
68

 In italics are the answers (or parts of them) which were used only at the second stage of the research 

(wave B).   
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Harassment 

Most students who experienced the incidence of sexual harassment did not 
know the perpetrator. While at the Jagiellonian University as a second category 
of perpetrators students most often pointed to a friend, for students at other 
universities/institutions of higher education, it was someone from a group of 
friends and acquaintances or a fellow student.    
At both stages of the research (wave A and B) almost 8% of the perpetrators of 
sexual harassment were the staff members of the university/higher education 
institution (at wave A the result depicts the combining of categories: tutor, 
lecturer/professor, member of the university staff, at wave B it was a total of 
responses “academic staff member” and “other school employee”).   

Stalking 

At both stages of the research 20% of the perpetrators in incidences of stalking 
were strangers. In the first stage (wave A) the respondents claimed to 
personally have known 79,5% of the perpetrators. In most case the perpetrator 
was the respondent’s current partner - 21,2%, friend - 11,7%, ex-partner - 10% 
or someone she knew -6,2%. University employees constituted 2,4% of the 
perpetrators. At the second stage (wave B) the most frequent mentioned were; 
a fellow student (17%), an ex-partner (32%) someone from a group of friends of 
acquaintances (11%). University employees constituted 3,1% of the 
perpetrators. 
 

Sexual violence 

In most cases, respondents knew the perpetrator in incidences of sexual 
violence, with only 7,6% (Jagiellonian University) and 5,4% (other universities) 
declaring that the perpetrator was a stranger to them. The most frequently 
mentioned was the life partner or the ex-partner of the respondent. At the first 
stage of the research (wave A) the perpetrator was, in 12,4% of cases, a fellow 
students and, in 10,4% of cases, someone from the group of friends. Similar 
data was obtained from students from different universities/institutions of 
higher education (wave B) where most often the perpetrator was a current 
partner, ex-partner or someone from the group of friends or acquaintances.  
At the first stage (wave A) 18,3% of the students declared that the perpetrator 
was a person with whom she had a date. This result is difficult to compare with 
the second stage of the research (wave B) because of the modifications 
introduced into the question, something what should be kept in mind while 
interpreting the results of the below graph; students first determined the 
relation with the perpetrator  (ex. friend, partner), and then whether the 
incidence took place during the date, which was declared by 50% of the victims.  
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Graph 4. Differences in the relation between the perpetrator and the victim. 

 
 
Presented data suggests that the relation with the perpetrator changes along 
with the form of sexual violence. The perpetrators of sexual harassment in 
forms such as abusive verbal comments or different forms of forcing physical 
contact were strangers or persons whom the respondents knew very little. In 
the case of stalking and sexual violence, the perpetrators were usually well-
known to the victim. In most cases, they were her current or former partners.  
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Place of incidence  
 

Table 13. Place of incidence 
 Wave A Wave B Wave A Wave B Wave A Wave B 
 Harassment 

n=1621 
Harassment 
n=2435 

Stalking 
n=551 

Stalking 
n=794 

Sexual 
violence 
n=153 

Sexual 
violence 
n=146 

Lecture theatre/ 
seminar room 

1,9 5,4 0,9 1,6 0,65 1,4 

Library 0,25 0,1 0 0,5 0 - 
Staff Office 0,9 1,8 0,4 1 0 0,7 
Administrative 
rooms at the 
university69 

0,2 - 0 - 0 - 

Student union 
rooms 

- 0 - 0 - 0 

Canteen/cafeteria 0,7 1 0 0,4 0 0 
Sports 
hall/changing 
Room 

0,3 0,6 0,2 0,1 0,65  

Toilets 0,25 0,3 0,2 0,1 0,65  
Lift/stairs/ corridor 1,7 4,5 0,6 1,9 0,65 0 
Outdoor areas on 
the university 
campus 

2,2 6,2 1,5 1,9 0 0 

car park at 
university 

- 1,3 - 0,3 - 0 

car park 0,3 - 0,6 - 0 - 
on the street 30,7 - 8 - 2,0 - 
In a public building 
(e.g. shop, station, 
office) 

- 3,4 - 0,9 - 1,4 

At a public place 
(e.g. on the street, in 
a park, on a car 
park) 

- 32,5 - 9,3 - 2,1 

on public transport 
(bus, train) 

9,4 6,2 0,9 0,9 0,65 0 

At the disco, in a 
pub, in a café 

15,5 9,7 5,4 3,3 3,9 4,8 

public park 4,9 - 1,3 - 2,6 - 
In my own 
flat/house 

3,8 - 22,1 - 22,2 - 

In /in front of my 
own flat/house 

- 5,5 - 21,7 - 26,7 

In front of my own 
flat/house 

3.,0 - 9,55 - 0 - 

In someone else's 
flat/house 

6,5 3,3 3,4 5 44,4 38,4 

At my work place - 2,8 - 1,6 - 2,1 
Inside student 
residences 

1,9 1,7 2,6 1,3 7,2 4,1 

In a car 1, 4 0,6 0,75 0,3 5,9 4,8 
In the Internet/on 
the phone 

3,2 - 29, 8 - 0 - 

In the Internet - 1,6 - 9,6 - - 
On the telephone - 3,5 - 24,3 - - 
Other 7,9 5,9 7,9 10,2 4,6 10,3 

 

                                                      
69

 The underlined answers were used only at the first stage of the research (wave A). 
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Harassment 

The largest number of incidences experienced by students at the Jagiellonian 
University took place in the street. The two next most often places were a 
disco/a café /a party as well as means of public transportation. Slightly over 
8% of the incidences took place on university premises (lecture theatres, 
library, staff offices, administrative rooms, canteens/cafeterias, sports 
facilities/changing rooms, toilets, lifts/staircases/corridors, outdoor areas 
around university and student dormitories).   
At other universities/institutions of higher education, in as many as 21% 
students pointed to a place related with the university. Nonetheless, the largest 
number of sexual harassment incidents took place in a public place not related 
to the university.  
 

Stalking 

Data obtained at the first stage of the research (wave A) indicates that as many 
as 30% of incidences took place with the use of the Internet or telephone. The 
remaining ones took place in the victim’s place of residence or in the street. At 
the second stage (wave B) the respondents also declared to be stalked by the 
Internet or telephone, however these two categories were separated in the 
questionnaire. It turned out that the telephone was more often used than the 
Internet. The second most often mentioned place of the incidence of stalking 
was the victim’s place of residence.  
 

Sexual violence 

In almost 50% of the cases the place of incidence was in someone else’s 
flat/house. 7,2% of the incidences took place in the students’ dormitory and 
almost 4% took place at the disco, a party. With similar frequency students at 
other universities/institutions of higher education were pointing towards private 
flats. Among other mentioned places were: a disco, a car, and to a smaller 
degree a dorm.  
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Graph 5. Place of incidence

 
 
The graph above shows the correlation between the place of incidence and its 
type. Incidence of harassment usually take place in public places, while 
stalking is usually performed by means of electronic media, while acts of 
sexual violence are usually conducted in private locations such as the students’ 
place of residence or somebody’s house/flat.  
 

Disclosure 
 

Graph 6. Did you tell anyone about this experience after it happened? 
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Harassment 

68,4% of the respondents at the first stage of research (Jagiellonian University) 
told somebody about the incidence. Almost all students told somebody from 
the family or a friend – 98,2%. Other answers did not receive more than 2% 
(there were more than one answer to this question). Only 1% of the surveyed 
informed a university staff member about the incidence70.  At the second stage 
of the research (wave B) the question was reformulated and the students could 
choose to answer it with more than one answer: “a friend/female friend with 
whom I study”, “a university/school staff member”, “somebody from outside the 
university/school”. While choosing the third option a student was given more 
choices to make in regards to who the person unrelated to the university was.  
Because at the first stage (wave A) the category “somebody from my family or 
friends” was the most often pointed out, at the second stage (wave B) this 
category was divided into two separate answers: “somebody from the family” 
and “a friend”. In the case of sexual harassment, 83% of the respondents told 
their friend about the incidence, 49% told someone from the family, while 62% 
chose a friend/female friend from studies.  
At the first stage of the research project (wave A) 31,6% of the respondents 
declared that they did not tell anybody about the incidence of sexual 
harassment.  The main reason for keeping silence on this topic was that the 
incident had not seemed so bad to the victim and it was a one-off event71.  
Other reasons included: willingness to forget about the incidence, shame and 
personal blame for the occurrence of the event as well as treating it as 
something personal that does not need to be shared with others.  
At the second stage of the research (wave B) 43% of students declared not to 
have told anybody about the incidence. The most frequent reason for such a 
decision was the low level of harm associated with the incidence and 
willingness to quickly forget about it.  
 

Stalking 

At the Jagiellonian University 80,5% of respondents declared to have informed 
somebody about the incidence. Out of them 99,3% informed a family member 
or a close friend. At the second stage of the research (wave B) students 
declared to have more often informed about the incident their close friends - 
79% than family members 63%. Over 50% of the students talked about the 
incident with her friend/female friend from the university. Only 7% of 
respondents at the Jagiellonian University and 6,2% of students from other 
universities/institutions of higher education had reported the incidence to the 
Police.  

                                                      
70

 In the question asking whom the student informed about the incident provided was a general 

category ”university staff member”. While choosing this category, a student could provide more 

precise information on what was this person’s function at the university. Only 15 students at the 

Jagiellonian University informed the university staff member about this one, regarded as most 

important incident, but none of them provided information what was the function of this person.   
71

 Respondents could choose as many reasons as they wanted.  
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Students at the Jagiellonian University usually did not inform anybody about 
the incident because they did not consider it serious enough, wanted to forget 
about it, or regarded it as too personal of an experience.  At other universities, 
students also wanted to forget about the incidence or thought it was not 
serious enough to inform others about its occurrence.  
When asked why had they not informed the Police 72  about the incidence, 
students would most often give lack of trust in the Police or other not 
mentioned in the answers to the question explanation (the most often given 
explanation was that “the incident did not require the intervention of the Police” 
and “the incidence was not that serious”). Similarly, a high percentage of 
answers “other” was repeated at the second stage of the research (wave B), 
however, at this stage, students could not provide detail information to this 
answer. The most frequently given reason was lack of trust in the Police and a 
fear of not being treated seriously by the Policemen.  
 

Sexual violence 

Only 39,2% of students at the Jagiellonian University informed somebody 
about the incidence. In 93,2% of the cases it was somebody from their family or 
a close friend. Dividing these two categories at the second stage of the 
research (wave B) allowed to better determine who the person the respondent 
was talking about was. In 78% the victim would inform a friend and only 26% 
informed somebody from their families.   
At the Jagiellonian University 60,7% of students and 59% at different 
universities/institutions of higher education had not informed anybody about 
the incidence. The most frequently mentioned reason for silence was a sense 
of blame for the incidence and a sense that the incidence was too personal. The 
results of the second stage of the research (wave B) suggest that the main 
motif of not talking about the incident was the fact that it was too personal, a 
respondent felt shame and partial blame for its occurrence.  
 
  

                                                      
72

 The question regarding not informing the Police appeared only in the second part of the survey 

(stalking and sexual violence). 
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Table 14. Reasons why the students did not talk about the incidence with 
anybody. 

Why didn’t you tell anybody? 
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(B
) 

N
= 

60
 

What happened didn't seem so bad at the 
time; it didn't seem necessary to tell anyone 

60,4 53,6 31,3 27 29,2 16,7 

I didn’t know who I should talk to about it. 6,1 12,4 16,6 22,6 17,9 25,0 
I was in a state of shock and couldn't do 
anything 

2,9 6,8 9,8 11,3 6,7 23,3 

I blamed myself for having misjudged the 
situation and having contributed to it 
happening. 

8,7 7,8 13,7 23,5 42,7 36,7 

I just wanted to be left alone and to forget 
that anything had happened. 

21,2 29,3 26,4 33,9 28,1 30,0 

I felt ashamed and couldn't find the words to 
describe what had happened. 

10,9 9,7 13,7 13,9 28,1 41,7 

It was too intimate a subject; I felt it was 
something I should keep to myself. 

9,5 11 22,5 17,4 40,4 40,0 

It was a one-off event that was over and done 
with as far as I was concerned. 

35,9 24,5 18,6 13,9 24,7 23,3 

I didn't think anyone or anything could help 
me. 

4,2 9,1 9,8 12,2 5,6 11,7 

I was scared that the person would take 
revenge or would harm me in some way. 

2,2 4,6 5,8 8,7 5,6 16,7 

I was scared of facing unpleasant questions. 5,3 8,2 11,7 14,8 17,9 25 

I didn't want to put my relationship with the 
person at risk. 

4,3 3,0 9,8 7,0 21,3 13,3 

 
Table 15. Reasons for not reporting to the Police. 

 wave A wave B wave A wave B 

Reason: stalking 
N=540 

stalking 
N= 110 
 

Sexual 
violence 
N= 148 

Sexual 
violence 
N=58 

I was afraid that the Police would not take me 
seriously or would not believe me at all. 

10,8 26,4 12,4 25,9 

I believed not to have any sufficient evidence 
anyway. 

18,6 30,9 24,7 25,9 

I was afraid of being mistreated by the Police or 
during a trial. 

6,9 20,0 10,1 19,0 

I did not want the person to get arrested and/or 
sentenced. 

17,65 13,6 33,7 22,4 

I did not feel up to getting through preliminary 
investigation and/or trial. 

7,8  7,9  

I had no faith in the Police. 20,6 15,5 15,7 8,6 

Other reasons. 23,5 21,8 11,2 24,1 
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Impact on victims 
 

Table 16. Impact of the incidence on the victim.  H a r a s s m e n t ( A )  N =  1 5 6 4 H a r a s s m e n t ( B )  N = 2 1 6 8 s t a l k i n g  ( A ) N =  5 3 0 s t a l k i n g  ( B ) N =  4 9 5 s e x u a l  v i o l e n c e  ( A )  N =  1 4 8 s e x u a l  v i o l a n c e  ( B )  N =  1 4 3 

Felt down or depressed 3,4 10,8 10,5 40,2 14,8 40,6 
Become more aware of discrimination against 
women. 

19,4 19 7,5 7,7 10,8 14,0 

Constantly went over the situation in my mind. 24,1 26,1 44,5 57,4 47,9 58,7 
Became more prone to illness, was frequently 
absent due to illness. 

0,9 1,7 3,7 4,4 3,3 7,0 

After the incident I decided to do something 
against gender violence (collaborated with 
NGOs, become a volunteer, etc.). 

1,3 0,9 1,3 0,6 0,6 0,7 

Developed lower self-esteem, feelings of 
humiliation. 

15,3 17,9 16,9 25,7 37,8 45,5 

Felt more scared generally (e.g. of leaving the 
house/flat, meeting other people). 

21,8 24,1 22,6 36,2 14,8 22,4 

Avoided certain places or situations. 39,8 36,6 31,7 44 30,4 44,8 
I felt angry and/or disappointed. 31,7 28,0 46,0 46,5 57,4 51,0 
Had feelings of shame and guilt. 11,1 14,5 15,6 25,5 50,0 56,6 
I felt my reaction could help other women in the 
future. 

2,8 2,4 1,5 1,8 1,3 1,4 

Had difficulties in relationships, developing trust 
towards other people. 

7,6 6,3 12,2 16 14,8 23,1 

Developed lack of drive, found it hard to 
concentrate, my performance generally 
suffered. 

2,6 3,8 8,8 12,3 10,8 16,1 

Thought about committing suicide and/or self-
harm. 

1,8 1,2 4,1 4,0 6,7 10,5 

Developed an eating disorder. 1,6 2,0 4,9 6,3 8,7 13,3 
Abused alcohol/drugs. 1,8 1,9 3,4 4,0 6,7 10,5 
Other problems. 2,5 3,5 3,2 10,3 2 9,8 
I experienced no negative effects. 27,1 26,3 19,6 5,5 9,4 7,7 

 
 
The students were asked to determine the impact of the incidence on their 
private lives and the course of studies at the university.  The respondents could 
choose as many answers as they wished and which the most reflected their 
personal experiences. At both stages of the research (wave A and B) reactions 
selected by students are quite similar.  
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Graph 7. The most frequent students’ reactions to the incidence. 

 
 

Impact on studies 
At both stages of the research (wave A and B) students declared that the 
incidence did not have much impact on their studies. The only noticeable 
impact was in a few cases in the form of worse grades.  
 

Graph 8. Influence of the incident on the course of studies. 
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Fear/feeling of safety 

Respondents declared that the Jagiellonian University was a safe place. All 
places mentioned in the survey (lecture theatre/ seminar room, library, staff 
offices, canteen/cafeteria, sports hall/changing rooms, toilets, lift/stairs/ 
corridor) received a safety indicator of more than 90%73. A great majority of 
respondents (over 70%) feels relatively safe while using mass transport to get 
around town and when they are by themselves on university premises or in the 
dorms.   
At other universities/institutions of higher education students also feel 
relatively safe. The only difference is in distribution of “very safe” and “more or 
less safe” answers.  
 
Table 17.  Distribution (%) of answers to question regarding students’ 
feeling of safety at the university. The table presents the distribution of the 
percentage of ”very safe” (the first number) /”more or less safe” answers. In 
the brackets provided is the total number of answers for “not very safe” and 
“not safe at all”. Together in each cell the sum of all answers equals 100% (ex. 
93%”very safe”/5%”more or less safe” 2 %„not very safe”+not safe at all” add 
to 100% of answers regarding safety in lecture theatres/seminar rooms) 
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Lecture 
theatres/seminar 
Room 

93/5 
(2) 

85/13 
(2) 

83/14 
(3) 

89/10  
(1) 

86/12  
(2) 

85/13 
(2) 

65/31 
(4) 

80/18 
(2) 

Libraries/reading 
Room 

91/7 
(2) 

77/16 
(7) 

80/16 
(4) 

81/16  
(3) 

80/12  
(8) 

84/11 
(5) 

72/17 
(11) 

77/13 
(10) 

Staff Office 80/1
7 (3) 

53/33 
(14) 

56/30 
(14) 

65/24 
(11) 

56/22 
(22) 

60/39 
(1) 

50/32 
(18) 

53/22 
(25) 

Canteen/cafeteria 78/2
0 (2) 

65/29 
(6) 

51/33 
(16) 

70/20 
(10) 

68/28  
(4) 

69/25 
(6) 

58/26 
(16) 

57/34 
(9) 

Sports 
halls/changing 
Room 

63/3
3 (4) 

40/37 
(23) 

34/39 
(27) 

48/31 
(21) 

41/28 
(31) 

55/36 
(9) 

44/38 
(18) 

37/43 
(20) 

Toilets 72/2
4 (4) 

59/37 
(4) 

53/40 
(7) 

65/32  
(3) 

63/32  
(5) 

60/33 
(7) 

44/43 
(13) 

54/41 
(5) 

Lifts/stairs/ 
Corridors  

63/3
1 (6) 

56/38 
(6) 

48/45 
(7)  

65/31  
(4) 

60/35  
(5) 

63/33 46/42 
(12) 

51/41 
(8) 

Car parks   35/45 
(20) 

29/47 
(13) 

43/32 
(25) 

39/43 
(18) 

50/40 
(10) 

24/45 
(31) 

43/42 
(15) 

Outdoor areas on 
university campus 

 28/55 
(17) 

27/55 
(18) 

46/45  
(9) 

28/44 
(28) 

40/44 
(16) 

19/49 
(32) 

39/49 
(12) 
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 A sum of answers „very safe” and „more o less safe” 
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Graph 9. Sense of safety on university premises - alone, in the dark.

 

Perceptions of adequacy of services to victims 

Results of both stages of the research project indicate that students usually 
tell about the incidence someone who was close to them – someone from their 
families, circles of friends –  and later they will contact a specialist.   
At the Jagiellonian University students more frequently declared that in the 
past they had used the services of a doctor and/or psychologist (9%). While 
referring to the future female students were most willingly to use the 
confidence line or the help of a psychologist. Among the least favourable were 
the services of the Students’ Government and the clergy.  Survey results also 
suggest that Polish students do not know places at the university or in town 
where they could come to seek help. As many as 64% of students declare not 
to know the University Legal Counsel, 54% does not know the Crisis 
Intervention Centre which operates in the city, while 58% does not know any 
group of self-help.  
At the second stage of the research (wave B) female students in as many as 
50% declared that they do not use help services of Students’ Government. Only 
1% of the respondents have admitted to have used such services in the past. 
Over 50% declared that in the future they would be willing to use the help of a 
therapist or a doctor, while 8% have already used the help services of a doctor.  
At both stages of the research students were asked about their expectations 
towards institutions providing help. At the first stage (wave A) they could 
choose the five most important characteristics which such an institution should 
have, at the second stage (wave B) it was limited to three.  
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Graph 10. Students’ expectations towards institutions/persons providing 
help services (Wave A)

Base: N=1985 
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to be treated with compassion. 
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to be advised by a man. 
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to be advised anonymously. 
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Graph 11. Students’ expectations towards institutions/persons providing 
help services (Wave B.)

Base: N=3756 
 

Perceptions of adequacy of policies and practices in place 

Interviews and focus groups have revealed the problem of lack of knowledge 
on the issue of sexual gender-based violence not only at the Jagiellonian 
University but also in institutions responsible for safety as well as among the 
public. Consequently, even experts find it difficult to determine the scale of this 
phenomenon, its results, and assess the legal regulations. During the 
interviews, the respondents would underline that it is difficult to objectively 
assess the current law if it is being used on a limited scale due to a small 
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number of cases reported to the Police. They also admitted, however, that the 
situation is also a result of the law itself, which inadequately protects or even 
exposes the victim to further harm (for example through a series of 
interrogations, lengthy period of the procedure, etc).  

Scattering of policy methods to combat the problem of gender-based 
violence which are available at Polish institutions of higher education, is 
noticeable while making a comparison of different approaches to the issue of 
safety among students of different universities in Kraków. For the assessment 
criterion let’s take whether a university has a staff member who is responsible 
for initiating and implementing security policy and the school’s participation in 
the integrated security policy -  University promoting safety74.   

In Kraków only 4 institutions of higher education75 (out of 22 schools that 
are in the city76) have joined the programme. In the remaining majority of 
schools there is no person assigned the responsibility over safety or providing 
help services to victims. Also, the mere fact that the school participates in the 
programme does not mean that the model of safety provision that has been 
created in these schools applies (or would apply) to such specific problems as 
sexual violence. In general, it can be said that none of Kraków’s universities has 
a well-functioning support system for the victims of sexual violence, or a 
programme that would counteract such acts, or procedures of how to react 
when they occur, even though some schools have higher chances for the 
implementation of such procedures due to the work that has so far been done 
in area of providing safety to students.  

Distribution of responsibility a) within the university b) outside the 
university 

One of the reasons for difficulties in the adequate distribution of 
responsibility between units and agencies within and outside the university in 
terms of providing security to students is lack of basic knowledge in regards to 
gender-based violence. One of the main problems is the so-called dark number 
of such incidences, which does not allow defining a real need for prevention 
and action procedures in similar cases. Lack of rigorous information is partially 
an excuse for the agencies responsible for providing safety not to take 
prevention actions or make a thorough analysis of the phenomenon. Until the 

                                                      
74

 A university applies for a certificate University promoting security, which is awarded no earlier than 

6 months after the university joined the progamme after the Certificate Team had completed its audit 

work. Detailed information on the rules of obtaining certificate can be found in Regulamin nadawania 

certyfikatu „Uczelnia wyższa promująca bezpieczeństwo” published in Polish on the website of the 

Police: 

http://malopolska.policja.gov.pl/files/15/file/Regulamin_nadawania_certyfikatu_Uczelnia_Wyzsza_Pr

omujaca_Bezpieczenstwo.pdf (accessed on November 21, 2011). 
75

 Registrar of universities with certificate: http://malopolska.policja.gov.pl/prewencja/zpb-uczelnie-

wy-sze (accessed on November 21 2011) 
76

 Data of Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education: http://www.nauka.gov.pl/szkolnictwo-

wyzsze/system-szkolnictwa-wyzszego/uczelnie/ (accessed on December 10 2011) 

http://malopolska.policja.gov.pl/files/15/file/Regulamin_nadawania_certyfikatu_Uczelnia_Wyzsza_Promujaca_Bezpieczenstwo.pdf
http://malopolska.policja.gov.pl/files/15/file/Regulamin_nadawania_certyfikatu_Uczelnia_Wyzsza_Promujaca_Bezpieczenstwo.pdf
http://malopolska.policja.gov.pl/prewencja/zpb-uczelnie-wy-sze
http://malopolska.policja.gov.pl/prewencja/zpb-uczelnie-wy-sze
http://www.nauka.gov.pl/szkolnictwo-wyzsze/system-szkolnictwa-wyzszego/uczelnie/
http://www.nauka.gov.pl/szkolnictwo-wyzsze/system-szkolnictwa-wyzszego/uczelnie/
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current academic year (2011/2012) at the Jagiellonian University there was no 
unit responsible for providing help services to victims.  

The only form of help available to students is now a consultation with the 
spokesman for students’ security and a possibility to contact local government 
agencies77 or an NGO. However, as the results of both the questionnaires and 
the in-depth interviews indicate students do not approach these institutions too 
often. Over 50% of the Jagiellonian University students cannot point to any 
foundation or association that offers help services to victims. As many as 64% 
of the Jagiellonian University students do not know the University Legal 
Counsel. There are many reasons for such a state of affairs: in addition to the 
dominating fear and shame, there is also lack of easily available information 
about possibilities to obtain help, or as in the case of the City Centre for Social 
Help - stereotypes which, due to a large scope of activities related to social 
work, associate the work of this organization with poverty and pathology.  

During the focus groups, female students, while talking about their 
expectations towards receiving help services from the university, would often 
stress the university’s role in punishing perpetrators, especially if the 
perpetrator is a University employee. The students also underlined the 
educational role of the University which should be seen in activities focused on 
popularizing prevention and information. Should students need to seek help 
services, they would like to have better access to information at the university, 
especially as where to obtain it. In terms of help services themselves, they 
don’t need to be, in the students’ views, offered directly by the university. 
Opting for such distribution of responsibility was most often justified by the fear 
of anonymity or the specific nature of the university – its structure and 
administration.  

 

6. Recommendations for improvements to prevention and 
response policies and practices in Poland 

 
The below presented recommendations for improvements are a result of 

the analyses of the results of the on-line questionnaire of the both stages of the 
research (wave A and B), focus groups and in-depth interviews with experts. 
The recommendations include the most basic and universal actions a university 
should take while implementing the policy of a safe institution of higher 
education. The three main areas of work are: a transparent policy of the 
university which would clearly indicate that the university is a safe and free of 
gender-based sexual violence environment, establishing an autonomous unit 
responsible for students’ safety and specializing in providing necessary help, 
                                                      
77

 In larger cities, local government agencies create Crisis Intervention Centre which provide 24hour, 

free of charge, emergency services to victims. In Kraków, for example, the local centre among others 

provides the victims with an opportunity to overnight.  
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cooperation with external institutions focused on the issues of security and 
crime prevention as well as reacting to violent events.  
 

1. Transparent policy of the university  
A university should clearly establish its policy of anti-sexual harassment (both 
for university staff and the fellow students).  In Poland there is still no culture 
for university authorities to tackle the problem of sexual harassment and the 
lack of a clear message from the university’s leadership causes the 
marginalization of the problem. During the focus groups, female students 
would often state that they did not believe that the university would take any 
action in this aspect. They assumed, or sometimes based on their own 
experience, the following reactions on behalf of the university: efforts to cover 
up the case, allegations that the student is lying or making libellous 
accusations towards a lecturer as a revenge for a failed exam, ridiculing of the 
person who is informing the administrative staff or the authorities about the 
violent act.  
 Policy assumptions which should be implemented by the university:  

 The university is a place free of sexual harassment and discrimination, 
 The university guarantees the victim an opportunity to anonymously 

inform about the incidence and receive adequate reaction, 
 The university guarantees that the victim will receive help,  
 The university has an established action procedure for such incidences 

and clearly established stages of dealing with the victim and 
perpetrator.  

The university’s policy should be promoted by means of regular social 
campaigns.  
Recommended forms of help are: 

o cyclical cultural events, concerts (ex. during a student’s festival 
organised every May), radio shows, press articles; 

o lectures, seminars, performances.  
The university should popularize its policy be means of social campaign 

events directed to students but also to employees who should be supporting 
the university in its fight with sexual harassment directed at students. 
Interviewed experts have pointed out that the social campaigns should be 
directed also to university staff in order to make it clear that in case they get 
involved in an inadequate behaviour, the university will take proper actions to 
react.  

 “So that each time such sexist remarks, for example made during a lecture, 
which could be registered as a proof, that there is zero tolerance towards such 
behaviour. And a very clear procedure which would say which behaviour is 
reprehensible and unacceptable in class. Where a student should go to inform 
about such behaviour and what should be done to avoid putting the person 
reporting on unacceptable behaviour in a situation which would lead to 
unpleasant consequences.” (Stakeholder interview)  
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The campaign, in addition to promoting the university as a place free of sexual 
harassment, could play an educational role. All interviewed experts stressed 
the need to improve the state of knowledge about sexual gender-based 
violence. Lack of thorough information is one of the problems in the fight with 
these types of incidents. During the focus groups students would often show 
their ignorance not only in regards to the ways of obtaining help (at the 
university and/or at the city level), but also in regards to the rights they have to 
start any form of action against a fellow student or lecturer who had 
committed an act of sexual harassment towards them. The stakeholders 
recommend broad information campaigns about the phenomenon of sexual 
violence as such as well as methods of its prevention and ways to obtain help.   

o brochures and paper materials: book marks, calendars, pens; 
o separate book mark on the university’s/department’s website or 

information in the electronic system of communication between the 
university and the students (ex. USOS) which would include information 
about the university policy, action procedures in specific cases, places 
where help can be obtained and links to different institutions;  

Students should get in easily available and durable form a collection of 
addresses and data which could be helpful in finding help.  

o obligatory training in security for students; 
 

The training would focus on the broad problem of threats which the students 
could encounter. They would be organised for the first year students. The 
students would get university credit for the training based on their participation 
in the class. This would guarantee that the students really get familiar with the 
topic. The students would then need take a final exam which would include 
questions about the most important issues related to possible threats and an 
adequate reaction to them (for example emergency numbers, headquarters of 
university authorities, persons responsible for providing help services at the 
university and outside it).  The training should be run by experts; the Policemen, 
doctors, and psychologists.  
During the training, in additional to the core material on the issues of security 
(theft, burglary, mugging) discussed should be also the problem of sexual 
violence, for example:  

 real threats – statistical data, dark number,  
 stereotypes related to sexual violence, the problem of shame, 

stigmatization, fear, revenge and lack of punishment for the 
perpetrators, 

 how to behave in case of experiencing a violent behaviour – discussing 
the course of actions, a visit to the Police station, a consultation with a 
doctor,  

 institutions which provide help services.  
The stakeholders also see a need to fight stereotypes surrounding the 
phenomenon of sexual violence. Hence, education in this aspect should focus 
both on the phenomenon of sexual violence and counteracting its current 
treatment as a taboo. According to the respondents it is the fear and the shame 
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that are the main factors deciding on the choice of actions taken by the victim. 
That is why, education on this issue is so important.  

o Self-defence training (optional) as part of physical education 
Such trainings would allow students not only to get familiar with the 
techniques of self-defence but also learn about ways on how to adequately 
react to threats – to overcome the fear of seeking help.  
 
2. Institutions responsible for students’ safety – these are the institutions 
where the students can make anonymous claims of an incident at the 
university and receive consulting services. The university should provide its 
students with clear information on who the person responsible for security is, 
so that students have no doubts where, within the university structure, they 
could seek help and request action.  
The recommended institution should, first of all, be fully autonomous in its 
work. At the university should only be subordinate to the rector. This would 
guarantee its independence. In addition, this institution should be equipped with 
clear procedures to make adequate interventions (for example an obligation to 
take an action if a claim has been filed by a student) and offer complex help 
services to the victim, if not directly, then in cooperation with other institutions 
outside the university. Building a network of experts would help an 
implementation of this recommendation. Such a network would include 
ambassadors of public institutions and NGOs which operate in the area.  
Almost all interviewed stakeholders expressed interest in cooperation with 
other centres or specialists. Aware of the complexity of the area of sexual 
harassment and sexual violence, the stakeholders stress the need to provide 
complex care to the victim. On many occasions, stakeholders who provided 
help to a victim, acted intuitively, on their own in areas that are not their 
specialty. This was usually a result of not wanting to send the victim to persons 
who don’t know her even if these persons are specialists and as a result of the 
fear that this could make an impression of “getting rid” of the problem. The 
institution responsible for the students’ security would set up cooperation with 
organizations which provide help services to victims to crime, offence or other 
acts which are not penalized in Poland by law, but which are a source of the 
victim’s suffering. The person who is receiving a claim about such an act should 
be well-informed on how to direct the victim to receive adequate help service 
at the university or city level.  
 

7. Recommendations for further research on this topic in Poland 
including European scientific network building 
 
This research conducted within the framework of GAP grant project was the 
first of this scale and nature in Poland. Research in this area should continue in 
the form of cyclical polling research in universities/institutions of higher 
education that are participating in the project. It is also recommended to 
further expand the existing questionnaire for its application in other institutions 
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of higher education. Conducting research in a few countries at the same time 
allows deepening of the analysis.  
 
Due to the introduction of criminalization of stalking in 2011, it would be most 
desirable to conduct European comparative research both in the area of legal 
regulations as well in the practical application of the law. Such research – in 
addition to an unquestionable knowledge-building value – would provide a 
unique opportunity to analyze innovation through law, especially since – as 
suggest the results of the GAP project – European countries differ in their 
recognition of stalking as a crime.  
 
 

8. Appendix 
 

Postcards used to promote the research. 
 

 
„Because the skirt was too short…” 
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„With this kind of makeup, she ask for that herself…” 

 

 

 
„No means NO.” 
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„But, she didn’t protest…” 

 

Pen drive 
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